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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Motivation

The importance of reconfigurable devices has increased during the last years due to the flexibility they offer by being able to change their configuration during run-time and providing higher
performance in their applications. Some applications need to change the configuration of the
reconfigurable device multiple times during their execution and this causes the disadvantage of
adding overhead to the program. The biggest overhead is related to the time it takes to reconfigure
the device, since most of the systems would have to waste cycles waiting for the reconfiguration
to be done, instead of using those cycles to perform computation. There are some devices, such
as Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), that are able to perform the reconfiguration and
computation at the same time by reconfiguring part of the device while the other part continues
its execution. An FPGA is an integrated circuit that is able to be reconfigured as many times
as required and that is used as an accelerator in many applications. A feature that presents an
advantage towards other reconfigurable devices is the support of dynamic partial reconfiguration,
which is explained in the Vivado Design Suite User Guide from Xilinx [20]. This means that it
allows the modification of a part of its configuration while the FPGA is operating, providing the
possibility of being able to build more flexible architecture and achieve higher performance in its
applications.
The book Data Processing on FPGAs [19] explains how the FPGAs have desirable properties
for stream processing applications. Their flexibility, high-performance per Watt, I/O capabilities,
dynamic partial reconfiguration feature, and other properties have increased the attention from
different fields on FPGAs. One example is in high-frequency trading, where high-rate data streams
have to be processed in real-time and very small latencies can determine success or failure. In this
case, the dynamic partial reconfiguration feature of FPGAs enables to quickly adapt to market
changes and meet the requirements of the application. Another example can be using FPGAs for
video-based driver assistance, as explained in the work from Claus et al. [3]. In this study, they
explained how the reconfiguration of the device has to be as fast as possible to meet the real-time
requirements and to not drop any frames.
This increasing interest has led some companies and the research community to investigate
into streaming scenarios where the processing of data has to be done in real time and the dynamic
reconfigurations have to meet tight constraints. To analyze streaming applications, some models
of computation, such as the dataflow model, are used to describe data-dependent behavior through
graphs. Dataflow can target hardware and software, which is very useful in these applications since
it is very common to execute these types of applications on a distributed system. Some tools, such
as Dyplo [13], have been developed to facilitate the integration of FPGA and software processes
in streaming applications, which simplifies development when combined with the dataflow model.
However, the struggle of performing dynamic partial reconfiguration in streaming applications still
remains a challenge.
Seamless Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration for Streaming Applications
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1.2

Background

This project makes use of a dataflow model of computation, running on a FPGA and a processor,
to describe streaming applications and the integration of the hardware and software processes,
running in these two devices, is going to be done with the help of the Dyplo framework. The
following section explains these elements and some concepts related to them, in order to have a
better understanding on how the goal of the project has been achieved.

1.2.1

Dataflow

Handling streaming applications can be very challenging due to their potentially infinite data
streams and their real-time requirements, but they can be easier analyzed by using models of
computation (MoC). The dataflow model of computation is a popular model used for specifying
streaming applications, which describes data-dependent behavior through graphs. As described by
Schaumont in [16], dataflow model is a concurrent model that can target hardware and software
and its graphs consists in the following elements that are shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Dataflow graph.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of a simple dataflow graph that consists of actors that communicate via channels or queues that transport tokens from one actor to the other. Functions of a
system are mapped as actors that will continuously iterate over the function they contain, which
have a precise start and end of execution and a single execution of an actor is called actor firing.
At the beginning of each firing, the actor will read tokens from the channels connected to its
inputs, execute the corresponding operations of the function to these input tokens and generate
new tokens to send to the channels connected to its outputs. Tokens correspond to data that
is processed by actors and transferred between actors via channels that act as first-in first-out
(FIFO) queues. Channels can only be connected to a single port of an actor at the time and can
transport tokens only in one direction. In theory, channels have an infinite capacity, while in practice they are finite, therefore, one should take into account the available resources when defining
a graph. Channels connect an output port to an input port and when a channel connects ports of
the same actor then it is called a self-loop or self-edge. Since actors do not keep state, self-edges
can be used for this purpose by having an initial token in that channel so that the next firing
of the actor cannot start before the previous execution is finished. Initial tokens are tokens that
are in the graph before it starts its execution and they are required when a graph has self-edges,
cycles, or when a delay unit is needed between two actors. These cases can be seen in Figure 1.2.

(a) Selfloop

(b) Cycle

(c) Delay

Figure 1.2: Initial tokens
For an actor to fire, there should be sufficient number of tokens available in its inputs and the
amount of necessary tokens depends on the consumption rate of the actor. When the actor fires, it
2
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will then produce as many tokens as determined by its production rate. For example, in Figure 1.1,
the actor containing function B will not fire until it has three tokens in its input and when it fires
it will produce only one token at its output since its production rate is 1. Dataflow graphs that
only contain actors that have a consumption and production of rate of 1 are called single-rate and
if there are actors that have rates different than only 1, then they are called multi-rate. An actor
will never fire if there is not sufficient data in its input/s, instead it will wait and then it will
instantaneously fire when the data has finally arrived. This behavior is what defines the dataflow
model as an untimed data-driven model since it does not depend on time, but on the availability
of data.
Dataflow MoC can be classified into models that distinguish themselves by many characteristics
such as their expressiveness and their availability to model dynamic variability at runtime. Two of
these many models are: Synchronous Dataflow (SDF) and Finite State Machine-based ScenarioAware Data-Flow (FSM-based SADF). As explained by Stuijk et al. in [17], FSM-based SADF is
an extension of SDF and the main difference is that FSM-based SADF handles dynamism while
SDF does not. The next subsections will give a brief explanation about these dataflow models
and their characteristics, which will help to understand better dataflow properties as well.

Synchronous Dataflow (SDF)
Synchronous Dataflow is one of the most popular types of dataflow models due to its simplicity
and predictability and one of its main features is that the production and consumption rates of the
actors of its graphs are fixed scalars that are specified a priori. Describing graphs with SDF, give
the benefit of being able to analyze the graphs before they are executed and avoid malfunctioning
due to do a wrong or inadequate graph specification. As explained by Pelcat et al. in [12], a SDF
graph should be consistent and free of deadlocks in order to achieve a correct execution:
• Consistency: means that while the graph is executing there is no FIFO that accumulates
tokens infinitely. The consistency of a graph can be proved by checking if its repetition
vector is non-zero. Repetition vector of a graph is a vector that indicates how many times
each actor of the graph needs to fire in order to complete an entire iteration. An iteration
is the minimum execution of a graph so that it gets to the state it had before the execution
started. The repetition vector of a graph can be calculated by finding the solutions of its
balance equations. Balance equations can be described by the equation in 1.1, where r()
denotes the number of times the actor is repeated in an iteration, prod() the production rate
of the actor, and cons() the consumption rate.

r(A) ∗ prod(A) = r(B) ∗ cons(B)

(1.1)

For example, to calculate the repetition vector of the graph from Figure 1.3, we must first
write down the corresponding balance equations, as it has been done in the left side of
expression 1.2, by following the graph and the connection between its actors. Once we
got the equations, then the smallest integer solution will be the one corresponding to its
repetition vector, as it has been calculated in the right side of expression 1.2.

Figure 1.3: SDF graph.
Seamless Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration for Streaming Applications
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r(A) ∗ 2 − r(B) ∗ 3 = 0
r(B) ∗ 1 − r(C) ∗ 2 = 0
r(C) ∗ 3 − r(A) ∗ 1 = 0

=⇒

   
A
3
r = B  = 2
C
1

(1.2)

• Deadlock: is a situation where the system becomes unresponsive, being the lack of tokens
the main reason why this happens in dataflow graphs since no actor can fire when there are
no tokens available.
Finite State Machine-based Scenario-Aware Data-Flow (FSM-based SADF)
Finite State Machine-based Scenario-Aware Data-Flow (FSM-based SADF) is a model, defined by
Stuijk et al. in [17] that extends SDF by handling dynamic behaviors using scenarios, which are
operation modes with different behaviors. The behavior of each scenario is modeled with a SDF
graph as it is more static, while the behavior between scenarios differ from each other by being
different in aspects such as the consumption/production rates of its actors. Since the scenarios are
modeled with SDF graphs that repetitively execute iterations, which could for example correspond
to a frame in a video stream application, and the scenario change is decided by exactly one detector
that controls which scenario each actor needs to be working in, the change of scenarios is done at
iteration boundaries.

Figure 1.4: Finite State Machine-based Scenario-Aware Data-Flow graph. Source: [17]
FSM-based SADF adopts the semantics of SDF graphs, which corresponds with the semantics
of dataflow graphs previously explained, but adds new elements that enable handling dynamic
variability at runtime. FSM-based SADF is a restricted form of SADF and therefore many of
concepts can be explained by referring to SADF. As explained in [1] by Bhattacharyya et al., SDAF
(and FSM-based SADF) clearly distinguishes data and control by classifying actors, into kernels
that contain the data processing parts and detectors that control the behavior of actors by using
scenarios, and channels, into data channels and control channels. Data channels communicate
tokens, which contain data that has to be processed, between kernels or from kernel to detector,
but control channels only go from detector to kernels since they carry tokens that contain a value
that indicates the scenario in which the kernel that receives it has to operate in. As shown in
Figure 1.4, FSM-based SADF graphs can also have fixed rates in each port of the actor, but they
could also have parameterized scenario-dependent rates. The scenarios will change depending on
the scenario-valued token that the detector sends to the kernels, which will be determined by
the states of a non-deterministic FSM. States determine the scenario and the transitions show all
possible scenarios that can follow the current scenario the detector is in. In FSM-based SADF,
contrary to SADF, detectors are not allowed to have control input ports, so there is only a set of
scenarios that can be used and it will always be determined by its associated FSM.
These two types of dataflow models can target both hardware and software, property which we
benefit from in this project as we use a combination of nodes running in hardware and software.
4
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As explained in this section, FSM-based SADF allows dynamism, which can be handled by using
the dynamic partial reconfiguration property from FPGAs, as it has been done in this project.
Therefore, the next section gives a brief explanation of why are FPGAs relevant in this context
and some properties that will be used in the implementation.

1.2.2

Field-Programmable Gate Array

A Field-Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) is an integrated circuit that can be reconfigured after
its fabrication to implement specific hardware for different applications. This reconfiguration can
be done as many times as needed, providing the flexibility to the programmers to use FPGAs to
achieve higher performance in their applications. FPGAs can be used as accelerators in applications that have real-time requirements since their application-specific implementations make it
easier to meet these tight constraints. Also, the FPGAs users can benefit from its flexibility by
making use of one of the main features that distinguish these devices from other programmable
devices: dynamic partial reconfiguration.
As explained in the Partial Reconfiguration guide from Xilinx [20], partial reconfiguration allows the modification of reconfigurable regions of an operating FPGA, while the other regions
remain running and untouched. This is possible because the logic in FPGA designs can be divided into: static logic and reconfigurable logic. In the static logic, we load a static design, by
programming the FPGA before the execution of the application, with a static image that is going
to be active through the entire execution of the application and it is not possible to reconfigure at
runtime. On the other hand, the reconfigurable logic can be reconfigured at runtime by loading
partial bitstream files to these regions of the FPGA and this is what is called as partial reconfiguration. To reconfigure the running FPGAs, the user has to take into account the application
behavior since there are specific moments where the reconfiguration should be done to avoid any
undesired effect due to reconfiguring the FPGA in an inappropriate moment. Kramer and Magee
explained in their work in [6] that a good practice for dynamically changing graphs minimizing
the disruption to the application system, which could be applied to changing scenarios in FSMSADF graphs running on FPGAs, is that the changes should be done when the system has a
reached a consistent state. Therefore, the reconfiguration moment should be done when the nodes
that are affected by this scenario change are in a quiescent state, which means that there is no
communication in progress between the nodes or their environment.

Figure 1.5: Static and reconfigurable regions in FPGA design. Figure modified from [20].
Figure 1.5 shows how FPGA designs can be divided into the static and reconfigurable regions,
being the static region set up before running the FPGA and the reconfigurable region is divided into
blocks that will need their corresponding bitstream files to execute the functions loaded in these
files. The bitstream files (.bit files) that will be loaded to the FPGA need a design entry, which
is done by specifying a schematic or using a Hardware Description Language (HDL), as Verilog
Seamless Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration for Streaming Applications
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or VHDL, that will then be synthesized to generate these files. High-level languages, as C/C++,
can also be used as design entry by using high-level synthesis tools, such as Xilinx Vivado HLS,
to compile the code into HDL and then generate the bitstream files. Using C/C++, following
the high-level synthesis coding styles explained in [21], for programming FPGAs enables faster
implementation of designs and code portability, therefore, it has been used for the development
of this project. In the design entry that will later be synthesized into bitstream files, the user will
specify the functions that have to be run in a particular block of the FPGA and at runtime the
functions executed in a certain block can be changed by loading a new bit file containing different
functionality, profiting from a flexible architecture by using dynamic partial reconfiguration.

1.2.3

Dynamic Process Loader

Dynamic Process Loader (DYPLO) is a middleware solution that integrates software processes
executed in processors and hardware processes running on FPGAs. It provides the user with an
all-software driven hardware/software development flow that facilitates the utilization of FPGA
executed processes by benefiting from the capabilities of partial reconfiguration, as explained in
its user guide [14]. The application development flow consists in developing the application on
the host system, then mapping it on the FPGA, and finally deployment. Dyplo allows mapping
the application on the FPGA by providing the FPGA IP block architecture shown in Figure 1.6.
The user can make use of reconfigurable nodes that can execute user-defined functions by loading
bitstream files to reconfigure the node at runtime, using the partial reconfiguration feature of the
FPGA, and it can be reconfigured as many times as needed, while the fixed nodes can also be
used to run functions, but without having reconfiguration capabilities. I/O nodes will be available
for connecting data streams to interfaces with the rest of the programmable logic or to external
interfaces, and finally the DMA nodes and CPU nodes will be used to communicate data from/to
the FPGA to/from a processor system or a PCIe connection. All these blocks will be connected to
the Dyplo backplane that will be in charge of connecting the components, as specified by the user,
and of transporting the data through the system, facilitating the use of streaming application in
FPGAs.

Figure 1.6: Dyplo FPGA IP block architecture. Figure modified from [14].
Applications using Dyplo are deployed in an asynchronous distributed system consisting of a
processor and a FPGA. The Dyplo framework acts as an API that can be loaded to a processor of
a PC or in a processor embedded in a system-on-a-chip (SoC) and acts as an IP block architecture
loaded in a FPGA. In this project, a processor will be in charge of executing the functionality of a
manager by handling SW nodes running in it, controlling the mapping and routing of HW nodes
running in the reconfigurable nodes of the FPGA by sending Dyplo commands, automating steps
and commands for executing dynamic graph changes, and other functions that will be explained
in detail in the following chapters. The available Dyplo commands that the processor can execute
and that will be used in this project are the following:
– Load HW nodes: To map the functions to specific reconfigurable nodes, the bitstream
files that contain these functions have to be loaded to HW nodes in the FPGA.
6
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– Enable/disable HW nodes: Once the bitstreams are loaded, the nodes have to be enabled
in order to start their execution, they can be stopped by disabling them, and it is possible
to enable them again afterwards.
– Add/remove routes: To communicate data between nodes, there should exist a route
between them and it will be created by sending a command from the processor to the FPGA
that specifies from which output port of a node there is going to be a route to an input port
of the connected node. When the application requires the data flow to change, it will then
send a remove route command to be able to create new routes in the ports that were being
used.
– Configure DMA and CPU nodes: In order to exchange data from the processor and
the FPGA via a DMA or CPU node, it should be configured, controlled, and routed by the
processor and the backplane will be in charge of the data transportation.
SDF graphs can be implemented as a combination of actors mapped into HW nodes in the
FPGA and SW nodes in the processor using Dyplo. To do this, one must take care of using
these nodes properly, since Dyplo nodes allow the implementation of processes that keep state,
but actors do not keep state. Therefore, in this project the nodes will be used as actors that do
not keep state.

1.3

Problem Statement

In this project, the aim is to achieve changing application graphs dynamically without artifacts in
the output. SDF graphs are going to be used to describe applications, being able to map the actors
into a FPGA and/or a processor by using the Dyplo framework. A similar approach to what is
done in FSM-based SADF is going to be implemented to handle dynamism and change graphs
dynamically, but removing the constraint of only being able to reconfigure graphs at iteration
boundaries and as a consequence adding the challenge of needing to define a proper reconfiguration
moment. FSM-based SADF graphs use a detector and a FSM to know in which configuration or
scenario, from a finite set of possible scenarios, to work in and use control channels to let the
actors know in which operation mode should they work in. In this project, the user is the one who
decides when the change to a new graph has to be done and defines how the new graph should
look like by indicating it in the graphic user interface (GUI) of the application. In contrary to
FSM-based SADF, there is no finite number of graph topologies, since the user can dynamically
add an actor with a new functionality by just adding its bitstream to a certain folder. Once the
user selects the new graph, a manager computes and executes the reconfiguration commands that
have to be executed to dynamically change from one graph to the other, which is not done by the
detector in FSM-based SADF graphs. Other aspect to take into account is that FSM-based SADF
does not generate data artifacts, which is given when data is dropped, corrupted or duplicated,
but usually does not take care of time artifacts, which is given when the processing pipeline is
stopped, and in this project we would like to ideally avoid both data and time artifacts when
changing graphs.

Figure 1.7: Distributed system.
Seamless Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration for Streaming Applications
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FPGAs are going to be used for accelerating the stream processing operations to achieve higher
throughput and meet the quick response requirements of streaming applications. Also, dynamic
partial reconfiguration is going to be used for this purpose since it allows to build more flexible
architectures that enable the developer to switch from a set of actors to another in a very fast
way. A distributed system that consists of an FPGA and a processor, illustrated in Figure 1.7,
is going to be used in the project and the integration of its processes is going to be taken care
by a middleware solution called Dyplo. Figure 1.7 shows how from the processor the input is
sent to the actors running in the FPGA and then the output processed data goes back to the
processor. This is possible because Dyplo API is loaded in the processor and the Dyplo IP
block architecture is implemented in the FPGA design. Dyplo will take care of linking processes,
executed on the processor and the FPGA, with data streams embedded in the applied operating
system. The processor will be the one in charge of generating commands so that Dyplo can
dynamically reconfigure the reconfigurable nodes of the FPGA, add and delete routes that enable
communication between nodes, and enable and disable these nodes. Software nodes running on the
processor must be taken care of by the manager using application-specific functions that should be
defined by the programmer since Dyplo do no have commands that target these software nodes.
The main challenge of this project is to reconfigure the graphs while data is continuously
streaming and not cause artifacts in the output. The following are some of the reasons why this
goal is challenging:
– Continuous data: Since data is continuously streaming through the nodes and routes of
the FPGA, one needs to be careful when changing the configuration because one may lose
some of the data by for example deleting routes or nodes that contain data, so the data gets
deleted as well, causing data artifacts.
– Reconfiguration is not instantaneous: Since reconfiguration takes time, it may cause a
delay in the execution of the graph and as consequence, time artifacts in the output.
– Multiple reconfigurations per change: When changing one graph it may happen that
multiple reconfigurations have to be done in different locations in the graph, which may
cause a bigger delay in the execution of the graph and as consequence, more time artifacts.
– Synchronization between reconfiguration and data processing: Executing changes
to the graph should be synchronized with the graph execution and the nodes can only be
reconfigured at particular points in time depending on their function, to avoid losing or
duplicating data. To maintain the functional correctness and avoid data loss or duplication during these configuration changes, synchronization between reconfiguration and data
processing will be the main focus of the project.
Given the previous problems, the following are the desirable reconfiguration properties that
the solution of this project should have:
– Distributed, asynchronous, and consistent reconfiguration: Reconfiguration is distributed because the reconfiguration commands to be executed in the FPGA are sent from
the processor and to change to a new graph multiple reconfigurations might have to executed
in multiple locations of the graph. Asynchronous because the FPGA and the processor do
not share a common clock to synchronize them and the multiple reconfigurations in multiple
locations of the graph are done in different moments in time. And finally, the reconfiguration
must be consistent so that no data and time artifacts occur at the output.

1.3.1

Case Study

To demonstrate the synchronization problems that were theoretically expected, a demo video
streaming application is set up. This demo consists of a computer with a processor getting a video
stream from a webcam, transferring the frames via a PCIe connection to an FPGA loaded with
Dyplo libraries, processing the frames by applying the selected functions and then sending the
8
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processed frames back to the processor via PCIe so that the processed video can be seen in the
PC. This architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.8: Demo video streaming application setup
In the figure, one can notice that Dyplo architecture is loaded in the FPGA and that only
partial reconfigurable nodes and DMA nodes have been selected. In this example, three functions
are placed in the reconfigurable nodes, which consist of two different filter functions, contrast and
thresholding, and a YUV to RGB conversion function, and their effect can be seen in Figure 1.9.
Since the camera outputs frames with the YUV configuration, the YUV to RGB conversion function is always needed, so it is always programmed as the last partial node that the frame has
to go through before going back to the processor. The two other filters can be enabled or not
and the order of execution can vary. In this initial experiment, the Dyplo commands are still not
synchronized with the data processing since that is one of the things that will need to be done in
the project.

(a) YUV to RGB filter

(b) Contrast filter + YUV
to RGB

(c) Thresholding filter +
YUV to RGB

(d) All filters

Figure 1.9: Correct visualization of images
From the processor of the computer one takes care of the software and FPGA processes. In the
software application, one needs to follow certain steps to make the program work properly using
the reconfigurable nodes. First, one needs to load the functions by programming the reconfigurable
nodes, configure the DMA node/s that are going to be used to get and send the data between
processor and FPGA, add the routes to connect the nodes with each other to implicitly specify the
data flow, and finally enable all the nodes needed. In case there are application-specific software
nodes, then one must configure them if necessary so that they are ready to use when the hardware
nodes are enabled. In this example, the frames are fetched using a camera that represents a
software node, which needs to be setup by indicating the frame rate and other specific parameters
in order to start grabbing the video frames, and then the processed frames are displayed in the
computer by also first setting up the software node by indicating the format and frame height
and width. This example describes a program where first the frames are grabbed using a camera
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as a software node running on the processor, then the frames are passed to the hardware nodes,
which contain the filter functions, in the FPGA via a DMA node so that they can be processed
and finally the processed frames are sent to the computer also via DMA to the software node
that displays the video frames. What can vary during runtime is the selection of the contrast and
thresholding filters and the execution order, which is determined by the routes. One can either
dynamically reconfigure the hardware nodes by loading other functions in the nodes, which is
known as dynamic partial reconfiguration of an FPGA, enable or disable certain nodes, and delete
old routes and add new ones. Since in a streaming application there is data continuously coming
to the FPGA and being processed, these changes in configuration can disturb the output stream.
One case can be to initially load all bitstreams corresponding with each function in a different
reconfigurable node, configure the DMA nodes, add routes between nodes specifying an execution
order of Contrast →Thresholding →YUV to RGB, as shown in image (a) of Figure 1.10, enable
all nodes, and the video streaming and processing starts. Then after some time, one can decide to
change the graph to Contrast →YUV to RGB, as shown in image (b) of Figure 1.10, which implies
first deleting the routes that go from and to the thresholding node, disabling the node, and creating
the new route from contrast to YUV to RGB node. While doing this configuration change, some
data gets lost and effects, such as the ones shown in Figure 1.11, start to occur on the output
stream. One can notice that some frames have been merged into one as a consequence of pixels
being lost when changing the graph. One of the reasons of how the data got lost is, for example,
when the old routes were deleted maybe they contained data that was going to the node that
has been disabled. Also, it is possible that some data got lost because the thresholding node was
still processing data when it was disabled. This practical case confirms the theoretical hypothesis
previously stated about dynamic reconfiguration causing data artifacts, due to synchronization
problems between the reconfiguration and the data processing, on streaming applications using
Dyplo.

(a) Initial graph

(b) Graph after configuration changes

Figure 1.10: Graphs of example case

(a) Case 1

(b) Case 2

Figure 1.11: Incorrect images after configuration changes
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1.4

State of the Art

The overhead caused by performing device reconfiguration during run-time has led many studies to
focus on reducing the reconfiguration overhead. There are many studies that present techniques
to reduce the time it takes to reconfigure the devices in a system. In the work done by Li
and Hauck [11], they explore configuration prefetching techniques for reducing this overhead by
overlapping the configuration loadings with the computation on the host processor. This dynamic
prefetching technique is based on the prediction of the next Reconfigurable Unit Operation, and
does not link the training of the predictor with the performance gain by including information
about the configuration size, as it is done in the work from Chen et al. [2]. Other techniques
such as configuration caching [9] and compression [10] have been explored by Li and Hauck.
In their studies they explain how configuration caching reduces the overhead by retaining the
configuration on the chip to reduce the amount of data that needs to be transferred to the chip.
They also explain that the configuration compression consists in an algorithm that tries to achieve
higher compression ratios by searching for "Don’t care bits" in configurations.
Others studies focus on dynamic scheduling of reconfigurations. The work of Clemente et
al. [4] presents a software module and a hardware architecture of a generic task-graph execution
manager for reconfigurable multi-tasking systems. It guarantees the correct execution by taking
into account the internal dependencies and the selected schedule and makes use of a prefetching
technique by identifying which tasks can be reused from previous executions. In the work of
Resano et al. [15], they implement a dynamically reconfigurable hardware model that support
task migration and intertask communication. It includes a reconfiguration manager that receives
a scheduled sequence of tasks and a set of reconfiguration requests and tries to schedule the
reconfigurations by also trying to hide their loading latency.
This previous set of studies are related to this project in the fact that the reconfiguration
overhead needs to be reduced in order to not affect the execution of the application. The techniques
for reducing the reconfigurations overhead are useful for many applications, but do not solve the
possible data loss for data streaming scenarios where the data is lost when the reconfiguration is
performed. On the other hand, for studies that implement reconfiguration managers, the main
difference with the scope of this project is that those systems know the task graphs beforehand
in order to do the scheduling and hide the reconfiguration latency, but in the case of this project
the task graph can change at run-time. The most similar approach found was the work done by
Kurita and Maruyama [7]. They implement a filter system for stream image processing, where
they can reconfigure the filters by making use of dynamic partial reconfiguration. To make sure
that the output stream is not disturbed by the reconfiguration, they limit the number of the active
filters to N-1 and they alternatively use two networks to connect the filters. The limitation of their
approach is that to guarantee that the output stream does not get disturbed they equalize the
pipeline delay of all filters, which we do not do in this project since the duration of each node may
be different.
There are other studies that focus on more generic solutions such as defining dataflow models of
computation that can be used for modeling streaming applications. Synchronous Dataflow (SDF)
is a very popular model, which is described in the work done by Lee and Messerschmitt [8], for
modeling and analyzing data flow applications. In this model the consumption and production
rate are fixed scalars that are known a priori and nodes can be scheduled statically at compile
time. The main issue about using SDF for achieving the goal of the project is that it does not
handle dynamism, which we need since we are going to dynamically change from one graph to
another. Therefore, we will only use SDF for defining the graph that is going to be used next.
There is another model called Scenario-Aware Dataflow (SADF), explained in the work of Stuijk
et al. [18], that extends from SDF and models dynamic behavior of applications using scenarios.
Each scenario can be modeled as an SDF graph and the change from one scenario to the next
one can be done in iteration boundaries or within a graph iteration and the change of scenarios
is decided by different detectors linked to each of the actors. One of the main differences between
this model and the implementation of this project is that in SADF one knows beforehand which
are all possible scenarios that can be used, while in this project the scenarios will be dynamically
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defined by the user. In SADF, it is also possible to restore tokens by saving them and using them
in later scenarios, while this is not possible in the model implemented for this project. Also, there
are multiple detectors connected to the actors to let them know in which scenario to work. This is
not done in the project as we have a single manager that is in charge of automatically generating
commands to reconfigure graphs that have been selected by the user, and many other aspects that
differ from the our implementation.
There are more studies, such as PiMM model by Desnos et al. [5] or the Finite State Machinebased Scenario-Aware Data-Flow (FSM-based SADF) MoC from Stuijk et al. [17], that also
focus on defining models and handling dynamism. The dynamism of PiMM relies on configurable
parameters and locally static parameters that influence some properties in a different way as we
intend to and therefore it is not taken into account in this project. On the other hand, FSM-based
SADF is a restricted form of SADF and it is the most similar model to our implementation. FSMbased SADF has some constraints added and removed over SADF that makes it more simple to
implement. It is more similar to the implementation of this project since it only uses one detector
to change scenario, which could be compared to the user defining which graph should be used
next. In FSM-based SADF, there is a finite number of graph topologies in which the detector has
to choose from and then send a scenario-valued token via control channels to each actor so that
they know in which operation mode to work in. This is very different in our implementation since
there is not finite number of graph topologies since the user can dynamically define new graphs
and then the manager decides how to change from one graph to another and computes a valid
transition moment. Also, there are no control channels in the solution from this project, but they
could be implemented as data channels. One of the main differences from FSM-based SADF is
that it only allows scenario changes in the iteration boundaries, while in this project, similar to
SADF capabilities, we will allow changes within an iteration. Additionally, FSM-based SADF, as
SADF, also allows to restore tokens, which is not possible in this project.
There is general work on coordination of graphs that deal with protocols for safe graph changes,
but do not focus on real-time continuous data-streams since they stop the current graph execution
to make the required changes or just simply already know all possible scenarios beforehand and
make the required changes without stopping. Therefore, we can conclude that this project formulates a research topic since no published studies have been done that take into account graphs
that can change at run-time within an iteration and in its boundaries, without previously knowing the possible scenarios, without keeping states of its channels and actors, using a distributed
asynchronous system where synchronization between reconfiguration and data processing is taken
care of, and other requirements from our project, and still guarantee that the output stream is
not affected.
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Methodology
The main goal of this project is achieving seamless dynamic reconfiguration of streaming applications, described using SDF graphs, in an automated way. Additionally, other related features
have also been implemented and will be described in this chapter. This chapter will give a brief
description of the implementation that has been done, the possible elements of the graphs that
can be used, the allowed mapping, reconfiguration characteristics and actions, what can be done
or not, based on the current prototype, and what is out of scope.

2.1

Proposed Solution

To achieve the goal of the project, a complete solution of both hardware and software has been
implemented. A software program has been created to perform the dynamic reconfiguration of
SDF graphs with actors running in both a FPGA and a processor in an automated way. The
adequate hardware has been implemented in the FPGA to enable the execution of the graph and
its reconfiguration. In the interface of the program, the user can select the graph to be implemented
via a table, specifying the mapping of actors into nodes, their consumption and production rates,
the connections between nodes, and the reconfiguration moment. A software manager has been
implemented to automatically generate the steps and proper commands to execute the seamless
dynamic change of one graph to another. Also, the possibility to have multiple reconfigurations
within an iteration has been added to the functionality of the program, which allows the user to
benefit from the high performance of the implemented solution. To evaluate the correctness of the
implementation, a demo that consists in a video processing application, similar to the one explained
in the case study of the introduction chapter, has been developed. This demo enables to evaluate
the correctness of the application by visualizing and capturing images of the resulting processed
frames, which makes it easy to spot when a reconfiguration has been executed incorrectly.
Figure 2.1 and 2.2 show a high-level description of how the graph specified by the user has to
be mapped considering the available resources. The user specifies the mapping of a graph’s actors
into nodes, the logical routing between the nodes, and the reconfiguration moment, which will then
be validated and the steps for instantiation will be executed with the help of a software manager.
The user can then specify a new graph and the manager will reconfigure the current graph with
the new specified one, taking into account the resources, and following some steps. An example
of how to change from one graph to another can be seen in the following images. In Figure 2.1
the user has specified graph 1 to be executed in the indicated resources, then the user specifies
the next graph to be executed, shown in Figure 2.2, and indicates that the reconfiguration from
graph 1 to graph 2 has to be done in the boundary between iteration 2 and 3. Assuming that all
actors have the same execution time and taking into account a pipelined execution of the graph,
Figure 2.3 shows the behavior of the graph in time and indicates the reconfiguration steps that
need to be done in each moment. Every box corresponds to a firing of the actor and an entire
iteration of graph 1 is given by all actors, except D and E, firing twice and D and E firing only
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once. Therefore, to change from graph 1 to graph 2 in the second iteration boundary, actors A,
B, and C should have fired four times and D and E twice.

Figure 2.1: First graph specified by user.

Figure 2.2: Second graph specified by user.
The steps to perform the change from graph 1 to graph 2 in a seamless in data and time way,
shown in the timeline from Figure 2.3, are the following:
1. Check if the selected graph change and reconfiguration moment are valid so that it results
in a consistent reconfiguration.
2. Add the new elements of the graph, such as actors, routes, initial tokens, and DRAM nodes,
that were not present in the previous one and enable newly added actors. If a DRAM node
is just added, DMA nodes are configured to be used in the input and output of the DRAM
software node and if the user specifies the DRAM node to have initial tokens, then the
DMA node connected to its output starts sending these initial tokens. If initial tokens are
specified to be placed in any other location in the graph, they will be implemented as actors
that generate initial tokens and then just read from their inputs and send to their outputs
the same read tokens. This is executed asynchronously some time before making the change
from one graph to another and it is done using Dyplo commands.
3. Send new configuration and the reconfiguration moment to each actor so that they know
when to switch to the new configuration. This is done by asynchronously sending the new
reconfiguration commands to the newly introduced node wrappers some time in advance of
the actual reconfiguration.
4. Each actor locally switches to the new configuration at the right moment thanks to the
new node wrappers, which handle the change in the moment specified in the reconfiguration
command previously received. Each actor changes independently of the other actors in the
graph and is unsynchronized with the others. This switching is done in a distributed in
time and space manner since each actor switches in a different moment and all actors are in
different locations of the graph.
5. Remove all old elements that are not needed any longer by asynchronously sending Dyplo
commands once the reconfiguration has been done.
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Figure 2.3: Graph execution and reconfiguration timeline.
In this project, ideally we want to make all graph changes seamless in data and time, as it
has been done in the previous example, but this is not always possible since it depends on the
defined graph change and the available resources. Therefore, there are two kinds of reconfiguration:
seamless in data and time, as shown in Figure 2.3, and seamless only in data or non-seamless in
time, as can be seen in Figure 2.6. The reasons for a reconfiguration non-seamless in time are
not having enough resources or for example when the user specifies different actors to be mapped
into the same node in consecutive graphs. In the following example, one can notice the difference
between these two types of reconfiguration. When the user specifies a change from the graph
shown in Figure 2.4 to the one in Figure 2.5 to be done in the boundary between iteration 2 and 3,
where the difference is that the actor mapped in node 2 has been removed and the actor mapped
in node 4 has changed to a different actor, then a non-seamless in time reconfiguration has to be
done due to the former mentioned difference.

Figure 2.4: First graph specified by user.

Figure 2.5: Second graph specified by user.
The steps to perform the change from graph 1 to graph 2 in a non-seamless in time way, shown
in the timeline from Figure 2.6, are the following:
1. Check if the selected graph change and reconfiguration moment are valid so that it results
in a consistent reconfiguration. Check if there is any actor that has been mapped into a
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node that contains a different actor in the previous graph and if this is true, then this node
is identified as a non-seamless node.
2. Add the new elements of the graph, such as actors mapped in nodes that are not used
in previous graph, routes, initial tokens, and DRAM nodes, that were not present in the
previous one and enable newly added actors. If a DRAM node is just added, DMA nodes
are configured to be used in the input and output of the DRAM software node and if the
user specifies the DRAM node to have initial tokens, then the DMA node connected to its
output starts sending these initial tokens. If initial tokens are specified to be placed in any
other location in the graph, they will be implemented as actors that generate initial tokens
and then just read from their inputs and send to their outputs the same read tokens. This
is executed asynchronously some time before making the change from one graph to another
and is done using Dyplo commands.
3. Send new configuration and reconfiguration moment to all actors, except to the non-seamless
node actor, so that they know when to switch to the new configuration. Send configuration
0 and the reconfiguration moment to the non-seamless node actor so that it stops reading
tokens from its inputs and stop processing data. This is done by asynchronously sending
the new reconfiguration commands to the newly introduced node wrappers some time in
advance of the actual reconfiguration.
4. Each actor locally switches to the new configuration at the right moment, independently of
the other actors in the graph and is unsynchronized with the others. This switching is done
in a distributed in time and space manner since each actor switches in a different moment
and all actors are in different locations of the graph.
5. When the non-seamless node switches to configuration 0, the pipeline execution stops at
that point of the graph, while the rest of the graph continues its execution. Then Dyplo
commands are used to disable the node, to reprogram it with the bitstream of the new actor,
and to enable the node. The new configuration is then sent to this node by using the new
reconfiguration commands so that the execution of the graph pipeline can continue.
6. Remove all old elements that are not needed any longer by asynchronously sending Dyplo
commands once the reconfiguration has been done.

Figure 2.6: Graph execution and non-seamless in time reconfiguration timeline.
Figure 2.6 shows the behavior of the graph in time and indicates the reconfiguration steps that
need to be done in each moment, assuming that all actors have the same execution time. One can
notice that in clock cycle T8, the new actor cannot fire since it is not yet programmed in the node.
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Instead, the data processing is stopped in that point of the graph so that the node is disabled,
reprogrammed, and enabled. This causes time artifacts because the data processing needs to be
explicitly stopped for a short period of time, which can generate a hiccup in a video processing
application. Additionally, we notice that the change in depth of the graph’s pipeline causes a delay
since there are three tokens for G to consume in its first firing, instead of only having one token,
as it would occur in a pipeline execution that does not have time artifacts. As explained in future
sections of this chapter, in this project we do not make timing analysis and therefore, we do not
handle these timing related situations.

2.2

Features

In this project, the implementation allows graph changes between arbitrary SDF graphs and in
particular we would like to demonstrate the following:
1. The SDF graph description should be able to contain the following elements:
1.1. Single and multi-rate: the program should be able to handle consumption and production rates bigger than 1.
1.2. Parallel path: actors should be able to have multiple channels connected to their outputs
ports so that the flow of data gets split and then unified ahead in the graph.
1.3. Feedback : tokens from an iteration can be used in future iterations by allowing feedback.
1.4. Initial tokens: graphs should be able to have tokens before starting its execution.
1.5. Large FIFO/DRAM node: due to the limited memory resources of the FPGA, there
should be the possibility of using a large FIFO or DRAM node to store tokens that
exceed the capacity of the memories on the FPGA.
1.6. Multiple inputs and outputs on actor : actors should be able to have more than one
input and output to, for example, implement cycles.
2. The following mapping of the actors of the graph should be allowed:
2.1. Actors should be able to be mapped into nodes in both the processor and the FPGA.
2.2. Multiple instances of same actor may be in different nodes in the same graph.
2.3. Different actors may be mapped into the same node, but only in different graphs.
3. The following reconfiguration characteristics must be present:
3.1. Reconfiguration in multiple locations in same graph.
3.2. Reconfiguration can be done in different moments in time, specified by the user.
3.3. The user can specify if the reconfiguration is done in iteration boundaries or within an
iteration.
3.4. Multiple consecutive reconfigurations can be performed within an iteration.
4. Available reconfiguration actions:
4.1. Add/remove actors
4.2. Add/remove channels
4.3. Add initial tokens
4.4. Remove tokens stored in channels using DRAM node.
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2.3

Capabilities

Since graphs have many properties and variations it is difficult to cover all cases. Additionally,
the available resources and techniques also determine what is possible and what is not. Therefore,
this section will describe which graph specifications are allowed, which are the limitations due to
our architecture, and which are the points that are out of scope, but that one should be aware of.
Valid Specifications
In the user interface for this project, the user is able to specify the graph configuration (actors in
nodes, connection between actors, and consumption and production rates), the moment in time
when the new configuration has to start, and if non-seamless changes in time are allowed. For the
specified graphs to work properly, the user needs to make sure that the following requirements are
met:
1. Graph free of deadlocks: This can be accomplished by specifying a graph where the
system does not become unresponsive by, for example, the lack of tokens. The lack of tokens
could be solved by inserting initial tokens wherever is needed in the graph.
2. Graph consistency: Since in practice the channels are finite FIFOs, the user should be
careful in not overflowing the channels by accumulating tokens infinitely by, for example,
assigning a production rate bigger than the consumption rate of the following actor, when
the execution time of the second actor is slower or equal to the execution of the first.
3. Valid reconfiguration moment: If the user has inserted initial tokens as delay units, this
should be taken into account when specifying the reconfiguration moment. For example, if
one entire frame has been specified as a delay unit in a video processing application, the
next reconfiguration moment should be at least one frame in delay, otherwise, it will never
change to the new configuration since the specified firing moment has already passed.
Limitations
Due to the FPGA/Dyplo architecture used, there are the following limitations:
– Maximum number of reconfigurable nodes allowed in Dyplo is 13 nodes.
– Maximum number of ports allowed in Dyplo reconfigurable nodes is 4 inputs and 4 outputs.
– Maximum number of ports of the Dyplo DMA and CPU nodes is 1 input and 1 output.
– Maximum number of DMA nodes allowed is 4.
The results of these limitations that the user must take into account when defining new graphs
are the following:
1. The user can use a maximum of two inputs and two outputs per actor.
2. Due to the limited resources, currently, it is only possible to reconfigure the first input and
both outputs. This means that we can specify the first input and both outputs to have a
channel connected to a different node in consecutive graphs, but this is not possible for the
second input. In order to change the connection of the second port, the user must first remove
that connection in the graph and then add the new channel in a graph different from the
consecutive. This is because one of the input ports is used to read the new reconfiguration
commands.
3. As a consequence of the number of available ports limitation, the actors in this project have
ports that can vary between a non-zero fixed rate and a rate of zero that means that the
port is unconnected.
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4. Since the DMA node from Dyplo cannot be wrapped as it has been done for the reconfigurable nodes, as explained in the next chapter, they cannot be instantaneously reconfigured.
Therefore, the nodes that receive and send data via a DMA node from and to the processor
should remain with the same input (if the DMA is connected to the input of the actor) or
output (if connected to the output) configuration through all the graphs changes for a proper
graph execution.
In spite of these limitations, the algorithm and manager implemented in this project work
with any number of Dyplo nodes and ports, but they check at runtime if the current restrictions
are violated or not. Therefore, if in the future the number of nodes and ports is increased, the
implementation will still work.
Out of scope
Timing behavior is not considered in this project. No worst-case response time or performance
analysis of graphs is done, but still the user should be aware of it for a proper graph execution.
If for example the pipeline depth changes, as in the example illustrated in the timeline from
Figure 2.6, it may happen that the application will then not meet its real time requirements. To
keep meeting the time requirements of the application, some sampling techniques should be used
to drop input frames or duplicate output frames, but this is not done in this project.
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Implementation
In the previous chapter, the proposed solution was explained in a high-level way, indicating that a
complete solution of hardware and software has been implemented. It described that the software
running on a processor is in charge of getting the specification of the graph selected by the user,
validating the graph by adding elements to it that are hidden to the user, and automatically generating, executing, and sending proper commands to the FPGA so that the change from one graph
to another can be done in the proper moment. This behavior can be achieved by having specific
hardware that allows the execution of these commands in the FPGA . The implemented hardware
should be explained before going any further with the explanation of how the automatic dynamic
reconfiguration is done. As explained in the introduction chapter, we initially had the Dyplo IP
block architecture in the FPGA and the Dyplo commands available, but this was not sufficient
to handle synchronization between dynamic reconfiguration and data processing. Therefore, some
new elements needed to be added to the architecture to enable our solution to work.

Figure 3.1: Graph 1 specified by user.

To explain the implementation, Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are going to be used as an initial point.
Figure 3.1 shows an example of a graph defined by the user, using the GUI of this project, that
indicates where the actors should be mapped to. This graph would then be passed to a manager
to add the necessary elements to make this graph work in our implementation, as it can be seen in
Figure 3.2. In this figure, one can notice some of the new elements that are added over the initial
Dyplo IP block architecture. Now, there is a demultiplexer with its outputs connected to one of
the inputs of each actor mapped to a hardware node, to transfer new reconfiguration commands
to the reconfigurable hardware nodes. In this project, a wrapper has been implemented around
the Dyplo reconfigurable hardware nodes and will be in charge of changing from one configuration
to another in the moment specified in the reconfiguration commands received. In Figures 3.1 and
3.2 it is not possible to visualize this wrapper, but it can be seen in Figure 3.3, which will be
explained in the next section.
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Figure 3.2: Graph 1 modified by the manager.
To understand better the Figures that will be presented in this chapter, a brief description of
Figure 3.1 and 3.2 will be given. Figure 3.1 represents a graph defined by the user and Figure 3.2
represents the graph from Figure 3.1 after being modified by the manager so that it can be
instantiated and its execution started. The elements that are shown in these figures are the
following:
– Red dashed arrows: indicate where is each actor mapped to.
– Actors mapped to the processor: actors that are embedded in software nodes running on the
processor.
– Actors mapped to other nodes: actors loaded in Dyplo reconfigurable hardware nodes running
on the FPGA.
– Black arrows: are the channels that transfer tokens between actors.
– Numbers: they indicate the consumption and production rates of the actors.
– Actor with a FIFO: represents a DRAM node that implements a channel with bigger storage.
The blue elements of the FIFO are initial tokens.
– Short black lines: small black lines only connected by one side to the actor indicate that the
actor has a unconnected port that is currently not used, and therefore, its rate is zero. Rate
zero is not written since it will be implicit when specifying an unconnected port.
– Green circles: correspond to the elements that have been added by the manager.
– Green dashed arrows: indicate the mapping of the new green elements.
– Grey arrows: channels used to send the reconfiguration commands to the hardware nodes.
– Blue dots: represent the auxiliary ports of the actors. They can only be selected by the
manager since they are hidden to the user and that is why they are not displayed in Figure 3.1.
All resources connected to the Dyplo Backplane, except the "proc" block that corresponds
to the processor, are located inside the FPGA. The connections between hardware nodes will be
done inside the Dyplo Backplane and the connections between hardware and software nodes are
going to be done using DMA or CPU nodes. The new elements introduced by the manager will
be explained in the following sections.
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3.1

Node wrapper

Initially, the Dyplo reconfigurable nodes could not handle the new reconfiguration commands. To
enable the use of these new commands, a wrapper was implemented around these nodes, as it
can be seen in Figure 3.3. The left image from Figure 3.3 shows how the actors are illustrated
in Figures, such as 3.2, that show graphs modified by the manager. In this image, one can see
that the actor contains two different types of input and output ports: normal ports and auxiliary
ports, identified with a blue dot. The auxiliary ports are ports that are hidden to the user since
they will only be used by the manager to achieve a seamless in data and time reconfiguration.
Ideally, for each normal port there is an auxiliary port, but one can notice in Figure 3.3 that there
is no auxiliary for the in_1 input. This is due to the limitation of currently only having 4 inputs
and one of those inputs is being used to read the new reconfiguration commands, as indicated in
grey. On the other hand, both normal output ports do have their auxiliary ports, being out0_1
and out1_1 the auxiliary ports of out0 and out1 respectively.

(a) Actor from graphs Figures.

(b) Wrapper around reconfigurable node.

Figure 3.3: Actor mapped to hardware node.
The right image of Figure 3.3 represents the implementation of the wrapper around the hardware nodes that contain the actors. Since this image is a bit complex, it is not used to represent
the nodes in the Figures that illustrate the graphs modified by the manager, instead the left image
will be used. In the right image, one can notice that the actor will always only use either the normal port or its auxiliary and this will be determined by the reconfiguration commands received.
The config port, shown in this Figure, will read the reconfiguration commands sent to this node
and save the commands values in a buffer. These values determine which inputs and outputs are
selected in each firing of the actor. The consumption and production rates (rin x, rout x) correspond
to what has been selected in the graph and if in the graph, the actors have unconnected ports then
the rates will be zero and therefore, no tokens will be read or sent from/to these ports. The rates
determine the depth of the FIFO located close to the ports, since the node accumulates the tokens
in its inputs and outputs until the amount of tokens accumulated is equal to the corresponding
rate and then the actor will consume or produce them.

3.1.1

Implementation

The code, shown in Listing 3.1, describes the behavior of the wrapper illustrated in the right image
of Figure 3.3. This code will be infinitely executed when the node is enabled and consists of the
following tasks:
Reading reconfiguration commands:
The node will have configuration 0 when it is first enabled, which means that the actor will not
start its execution until it knows its non-zero configuration. It will be waiting for a reconfiguration
command to arrive to the config_in port, which has been declared as a function argument in the
code. This command will contain two values: configuration and reconfiguration moment. These
values will be saved in the next_config and next_moment buffers of size 200 integers, specified
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in Listing 3.1. These buffers can keep up 200 new configurations, allowing the user to specify
200 graph changes in advance. Once the node gets its first reconfiguration command and its first
firing is executed, the code of the function of the illustrated code is executed again. In this new
execution, the node does not wait for a new reconfiguration command to arrive, instead it will
only read the config_in port if there is a new command available at the port and if there is enough
free space in the next_config and next_moment buffers. If this is true then it will read the new
configuration, save the information in the buffers, and continue the execution of the node.
Handling configuration changes:
The node wrapper has a firing counter that increments every time the actor fires and has been
declared as an integer variable called current_firing, as shown in Listing 3.1. This counter will
overflow at some point, but it will start from zero again without causing issues in the implementation. The first time a node reads a reconfiguration command after being enabled, it will update
its firing counter to the value sent in the reconfiguration moment, which will correspond to the
count that the manager keeps of how many tokens have already been sent from the processor.
This will allow nodes to integrate properly in any graph iteration. To handle when to change from
an old configuration to a new one, the wrapper checks if the current firing number is equal to the
next reconfiguration moment. If this is true, then the current configuration of the node changes
to the next configuration specified in the buffer and then it proceeds to read from the input ports
specified for this new configuration, execute the function of the actor, and send the results to the
output ports corresponding to this new configuration. Every time the node is reconfigured with
the next configuration value from the next_config buffer at the precise firing number specified
in the next reconfiguration moment value from the next_moment buffer, the buffers indices get
incremented and the position that contained the new configuration values are freed by returning
to their initialization values -1. The node will continue with the same configuration until there
is a new configuration in the next_config buffer and the current firing equals to the next value
of the next_moment buffer. In case these buffers do not contain any new configuration, then the
node will continue executing the current configuration until a new one arrives.
Reading from and writing to ports:
The configuration value, which will be explained later in the report, consists of 32 bits and each
bit corresponds to a different port. The 16 lowest bits are reserved for the input ports and the
16 highest for the output ports. Therefore, ideally, the node could have up to 16 input ports (8
normal and 8 auxiliary input ports) and 16 output ports (8 normal and 8 auxiliary), but in this
case, there are only 3 inputs and 4 outputs. The node will check the bits corresponding to the
ports and will only read from the input ports that have a corresponding bit equal to 1 and only
write to the output ports with bit equal to 1. The bits corresponding to each node port can be
seen in the right image of Figure 3.3. The number next to the node ports correspond to their
respective bit position in the configuration value. When reading from an input port, the node will
wait to read as many tokens as specified in the consumption rate of that port (rin x) and when
writing the resulting data to an output port, it will then write as many tokens as indicated by its
production rate (rout x). This way the firing rule of an actor is met, by only firing when all the
needed tokens from all its input ports are available. Therefore, the consumption and production
rates must be known when writing the code of the function of the actor and wrapper.
Executing the function of the actor:
After reading the sufficient tokens, according to the consumption rates of the inputs to be used,
the function of the actor will execute. The user should specify the proper function arguments,
considering how many inputs and outputs are needed. The input and output rates must be already
known and must be the same as the ones specified in the GUI when selecting the graph. Once the
function is executed, the outputs are sent, and the code of the node wrapper executes again.
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void wrapper ( hls :: stream < unsigned int > in0 , in0_1 , in1 , config_in // input ports
unsigned int * out0 , * out0_1 , * out0_1 , * out1 , * out1_1 ) { // output ports
// Variables definition and initi alizat ion
int next_config [ BUFFER_SIZE ] = { -1 , -1 , ...}; // all initialized to -1
int next_moment [ BUFFER_SIZE ] = { -1 , -1 , ...}; // all initialized to -1
// Read config when available and when next_config buffer has free space
if ((! config_in . empty () && ( next_config [ index_w ] == -1) ) || conf_count ==0) {
next_config [ index_w ] = config_in . read () ; // config
next_moment [ index_w ] = config_in . read () ; // reconfig moment
if ( cur rent_c onfig == 0) // firing counter = manager counter when enabled
curr ent_fi ring = next_moment [ index_r ];
conf_count = 1;
index_w ++;
if ( index_w == BUFFER_SIZE ) // BUFFER_SIZE = 200
index_w = 0; // wrapping of index_w
}
if ( next_moment [ index_r ] == cu rrent_ firing ) {
curr ent_co nfig = next_config [ index_r ]; // Change to new config
next_moment [ index_r ] = -1; // free used position
next_config [ index_r ] = -1;
index_r ++;
if ( index_r == BUFFER_SIZE )
index_r = 0; // wrapping of index_r
}
if ( cur rent_c onfig !=0) { // Start node execution when config != 0
// read from ports with bit == 1
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 0) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_IN0 ; i ++)
input_tmp_0 [ i ] = in0 . read () ; // input_tmp_0 size = RATE_IN0
}
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 1) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_IN0 ; i ++)
input_tmp_0 [ i ] = in0_1 . read () ;
}
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 2) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_IN1 ; i ++)
input_tmp_1 [ i ] = in1 . read () ; // input_tmp_1 size = RATE_IN1
}
curr ent_fi ring ++;

// Increment firing counter

// Function execution . Example : contrast actor with 2 in and 2 out
contrast_fn ( input_tmp_0 , input_tmp_1 , output_tmp_0 , output_tmp_1 ) ;
// write to ports with bit == 1
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 16) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_OUT0 ; i ++)
out0 [ i ] = output_tmp_0 [ i ]; // output_tmp_0 size = RATE_OUT0
}
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 17) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_OUT0 ; i ++)
out0_1 [ i ] = output_tmp_0 [ i ];
}
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 18) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_OUT1 ; i ++)
out1 [ i ] = output_tmp_1 [ i ]; // output_tmp_1 size = RATE_OUT1
}
if ((( curren t_conf ig >> 19) & 1 u ) == 1) {
for ( i =0; i < RATE_OUT1 ; i ++)
out1_1 [ i ] = output_tmp_1 [ i ];
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}
}
}

Listing 3.1: Node wrapper code.

3.2

Reconfiguration commands

The available Dyplo commands, explained in Chapter 1, were not enough to enable synchronization between reconfigurations at runtime and data processing, and therefore, new reconfiguration
commands had to be created. Every time a graph change must be done, the manager will be in
charge of generating and sending these commands, via a demultiplexer node, to each actor of the
graph that is mapped to a hardware node. An example of the information sent in these commands
can be seen in Table 3.1. This table contains the information of the configuration commands that
were sent to the node wrappers of the actors of the graph from Figure 3.2 to start the graph
execution. There one can notice that the reconfiguration commands contain the following fields:
– Node #: corresponds to the output port number of the demultiplexer node to which the
node of the actor is connected to. This value is assigned when the connection between that
node and the demultiplexer node is added in the instantiation phase of the graph, which
will be explained later in the report. In Figure 3.2, one can see that the Contrast actor is
connected to the first output of the demultiplexer node, Contrast 2 to the second the YUV
to RGB to the third, which matches with what is indicated in the table.
– Configuration: indicates which ports does the node must use by inserting a 1 in the bit
corresponding to the port that must be active and a 0 if the port is unconnected. This is
done by using an integer of 32 bits and assigning a bit per port, excluding the config_port
shown in Figure 3.3 since this port is always required. The lowest 16 bits are reserved for the
inputs and the highest 16 bits for the outputs. As it can be seen in Figure 3.3, the even bits
indices correspond to the normal ports and the odd indices to the auxiliary ports. Therefore,
from the connections that have been selected in the graph from Figure 3.2, we can verify
the values of the table. For example, in the table, the configuration value for the contrast 2
actor indicates that it only uses its first normal input port and its first and second normal
output port. From the graph one can then verify that this is true since the contrast 2 actor
only uses these connections and the rest are free.
– Reconfiguration moment: indicates the firing counter value in which the node has to
start using the new configuration. This value is calculated depending on some parameters
such as the delay specified by the user, the graph iterations done, the repetition value of
that node, etc. An explanation of how this calculation is done, will be given later in the
report. In this case, the reconfiguration moment is zero because it is the first graph used
and no actor can fire before knowing its configuration.

Actor

Node #

Configuration

Reconfiguration
moment

Contrast
Contrast 2
YUV to RGB

1
2
3

327685 = (0000000000000101|0000000000000101)
327681 = (0000000000000101|0000000000000001)
65541 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000101)

0
0
0

Table 3.1: Reconfiguration commands values per actor.
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3.3

Demultiplexer node

Due to the limited number of DMA and CPU nodes available to transfer information from the
processor to the FPGA, a demultiplexer node is implemented to distribute the reconfiguration
commands to each hardware node. As it can be seen in Figure 3.2, the input of the demultiplexer
node will be connected to a DMA node that will be in charge of getting the reconfiguration
commands sent by the manager running on the processor and the outputs will be connected to
each of the nodes. The code corresponding to this type of node can be seen in Listing 3.2 and
shows how the demux node first checks to which node does the received reconfiguration command
belongs to and then sends the configuration and reconfiguration moment to that node. A single
demultiplexer can distribute the commands to only four nodes, so if there are more than four
hardware nodes present in the graph, then another demultiplixer has to be dynamically created
by the manager when validating the graph.
void demux ( hls :: stream < unsigned int > config_in ,
unsigned int * node_1 ,
unsigned int * node_2 ,
unsigned int * node_3 ,
unsigned int * node_4 ) {
static unsigned int node_num ;
node_num = config_in . read () ; // node #
switch ( node_num ) {
case 1: node_1 [0]
node_1 [1]
break ;
case 2: node_2 [0]
node_2 [1]
break ;
case 3: node_3 [0]
node_3 [1]
break ;
case 4: node_4 [0]
node_4 [1]
break ;
}

= config_in . read () ; // config
= config_in . read () ; // reconfig moment
= config_in . read () ;
= config_in . read () ;
= config_in . read () ;
= config_in . read () ;
= config_in . read () ;
= config_in . read () ;

}

Listing 3.2: Demultiplexer node code
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3.4

Manager

Now that all hardware related elements have been explained, we can proceed to explain the software
related part. The main steps of the program created in this project, shown in Figure 3.4, are the
following:

1. Graph specification: the graph to be used should be specified by the user and then passed
to the manager.

2. Graph validation: the manager checks that the connections and mapping of actors specified are correct and that there are enough resources to implement the defined graph.

3. Computation of changes: the manager checks the validated graph and from there it
computes the set of changes that should be implemented to instantiate the graph and the
reconfiguration commands that must be sent to each node of the graph.

4. Execution of changes: Dyplo and reconfiguration commands are sent from the processor
to the FPGA to execute the set of changes that were previously computed.

5. Start of graph execution: when the reconfiguration moment, specified in the reconfiguration commands that have been sent, from each node arrives, all nodes starting using the
new configuration and therefore, the execution of the defined graph starts.

Figure 3.4: Main steps of the program.

The described steps vary depending on if the specified graph is the first graph or not. These
differences can be observed in the program flow chart from Figure 3.5, which shows the implementation done in this project. In this flow chart, each color indicates to which step of the program
do the processes correspond to, since these colors match the ones given to each step in Figure 3.4.
One can notice that the graph specification is common to all graphs, but that the other steps are
done differently. To explain the steps of the implementation, we will follow the order from the
program flow chart in Figure 3.5, starting with the graph specification.
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Figure 3.5: Program flow chart
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3.4.1

Graph specification

In this project, the specification of a graph is done by the user via the graphic user interface
shown in Figure 3.6. There the user defines the graph to use by specifying the mapping of its
actors into nodes, the consumption and production rates of the actors, the logical routes between
actors, the moment when this new graph should start its execution, and other options that will be
explained later in this chapter. For example, the user could select an initial graph such as the one
in Figure 3.1, which would then be passed to the manager. The graph specification could also be
passed to the manager from a detector to make the implementation more similar to what is done
in the FSM-based SADF model. A detector has not been implemented in this project, but could
easily be integrated.

Figure 3.6: GUI for graph specification.
The graph specification is saved as a linked list, which contains the following variables shown
in the Node_Info structure from Listing 3.3. The parameters of each hardware node of the graph
are saved in this structure, so that the manager can keep track of the information of every node
that runs on the FPGA. In this point of the program flowchart, the parameters from the node,
shown in the Listing, that are saved are: id, name, inputs, inputs_port, inputs_rates, outputs,
outputs_port, and outputs_rates. The rest of the values are computed later by the manager. All
this information is filled by checking the connections specified in the table, the rates indicated,
and the name of the actor and id of the Dyplo node used. Each Dyplo hardware node is identified
with an id that needs to be known when loading a bitstream, therefore, in the left side of the table
from Figure 3.6 one can notice to which reconfigurable hardware node can the bitstream of the
actor be mapped to. The first word corresponds to the name of the actor, then the word node,
and then the Dyplo node id to which the bitstream of the actor has been previously generated.
struct Node_Info {
dyplo :: H ardwar eConfi g * hwconfig ; // Partial bitstream
int id ; // Dyplo node id
char * name ; // name of the actor
QVector < int > * inputs ; // id of the nodes connected to the input ports
QVector < int > * inputs_port ; // port number of the connected nodes
QVector < int > * inputs_rates ; // rates of the input ports
QVector < int > * outputs ; // id of the nodes connected to the output ports
QVector < int > * outputs_port ; // port number of the connected nodes
QVector < int > * outputs_rates ; // rates of the output ports
unsigned int next_config ; // config used in new graph
unsigned int n e x t _ c o n f i g _ f i r i n g ; // in which firing the new config starts
int l a s t _ r e c o n f i g _ i t e r a t i o n ; // graph iteration of last n e x t _ c o n f i g _ f i r i n g
int repetition ; // repetition value from the repetition vector
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Nodes_Info ( ... ) : ... {} // For init ializa tion
Nodes_Info () {} // For use in vector et al
};
typedef QLinkedList < Nodes_Info > NodesList ;

Listing 3.3: Node Info from the graph’s linked list

3.4.2

Graph validation

Once the graph specification is done, the nodes list is sent to the manager so that it can execute
the rest of the steps from Figure 3.4. The first thing the manager does is to validate the graph
specification, verifying that the user did not insert an invalid topology. It checks the following:
– Ports are only assigned to one connection.
– Two actors have not been assigned to the same node.
– All connections have been specified properly.
– There are enough resources available.
The manager modifies the graph by adding some elements hidden to the user, but that are necessary for deploying the actors of the graph in the FPGA and the processor. It dynamically decides
how many demultiplexer nodes are needed based on the amount of hardware nodes specified by
the user and how many DMA nodes should be used for transferring the data and reconfiguration
commands. Based on these decisions, the manager checks if there are enough resources to implement the specified graph or if not, it tells the user to specify another graph since the previous
one is not valid. In this step, the graph from Figure 3.1 specified by the user, is modified by the
manager and the result can be seen in Figure 3.2.
The manager then calculates the repetition vector for the graph by first analyzing which
balance equations should be used, starting from the first node of the graph and then following
its connected nodes. Once the balance equations are set, the repetition vector of the graph is
the result of finding the smallest integer solution for the equations. These repetition values will
be saved in the repetition variable, shown in Listing 3.3, of each hardware node. The balance
equation and repetition vector of the graph in Figure 3.2 are shown in the Expressions 3.1.
r(camera) ∗ 153600 − r(contrast) ∗ 1 = 0



r(contrast) ∗ 1 − r(contrast2 ) ∗ 1 = 0
r(contrast2 ) ∗ 1 − r(yuvtorgb) ∗ 2 = 0
r(yuvtorgb) ∗ 3 − r(display) ∗ 230400 = 0
r(contrast) ∗ 1 − r(yuvtorgb) ∗ 2 = 0
r(contrast2 ) ∗ 3 − r(DRAM ) ∗ 3 = 0

=⇒

 

camera
1
 contrast  153600

 

contrast2  153600




r=
=

 yuvtorgb   76800 
 display   1 
DRAM
153600

(3.1)

r(DRAM ) ∗ 3 − r(contrast) ∗ 3 = 0
In the flowchart of Figure 3.5, one can notice that for graphs different from the initial one,
the validation is also done in other points of the program, while for the initial graphs it is only
done just after the graph specification. This is because when the first graph is specified, the
manager knows that all resources are free since there was no graph previously running, therefore,
the manager can easily know if there are enough resources to instantiate the defined graph. On
the other hand, for graphs different from the first one, there is already one graph running when
the new graph is specified. Therefore, the manager must compare the resources that are being
used in the current graph and the ones needed to implement the new graph to know if there are
enough resources available.
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After the graph validation step in the flowchart from Figure 3.5, the steps shown in Figure 3.4
are done differently depending on if the graph specified is the first one to be executed or not.
Therefore, the following sections will explain first the actions done for the initial graph and then
the actions done for the graphs defined after the first one, instead of separately explaining each
step from Figure 3.4.

3.4.3

Graph instantiation

Once the manager has decided which elements are going to be added over the first graph defined
by the user, shown in Figure 3.1, then it starts to instantiate all components of the modified graph,
shown in Figure 3.2. It first generates Dyplo commands to execute the following actions:
1. Load the bitstreams, corresponding to the actors, to the hardware reconfigurable nodes that
have been selected by the user to be mapped into.
2. Load the required demultiplexer/s to available reconfigurable node/s.
3. Configure the DMA nodes that are needed to send data and reconfiguration commands from
the manager running on the processor to the hardware nodes running on the FPGA. The
DMA nodes that will carry reconfiguration commands are reconfigured based on the amount
of information that a command carries and the ones transferring data from the processor
to the FPGA are configured based on the production and consumption rate of the software
nodes that the user specified to be connected to hardware nodes.
4. Create the routes between the nodes, as specified in the graph modified by the manager.
5. Enable all nodes so that they are ready to be used.
After instantiating all the elements where the FPGA is involved, the configuration and reconfiguration moment of each node is determined, as explained in the next section, all software
nodes are started by executing different application-specific steps, and finally all reconfiguration
commands are sent to the demultiplexers that will distribute them to all wrapper nodes so that
the graph can start its execution.

3.4.4

Nodes configuration

Once the graph is instantiated, the nodes need to know their configuration and when to start
the execution of the actors with the new configuration. For this, the manager needs to send the
reconfiguration commands to all hardware nodes and the fields of these commands, explained in
section 3.2, are computed in the following way:
Node #
The manager keeps a separate list for the demultiplexer nodes, which contains information of how
many demultiplexer nodes are used and which hardware node is connected to each of the outputs
of each demultiplexer. The manager then assigns the node #, by checking in this list to which
demultiplexer output port is the node, for which the reconfiguration command is being computed,
connected to and inserts this port number as the node # value.
Configuration
To encode the configuration of the node in 32 bits, as explained in section 3.2, the manager iterates
over the values from the inputs_port and outputs_port, shown in Listing 3.3, of the node. These
values indicate which port is connected to another node and to which port of the other node it is
connected to. If the port is connected to another node, then the manager will set the corresponding
bit to 1 and if the port is unconnected, then the bit is set to 0.
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Reconfiguration moment
The manager first computes the general reconfiguration moment of the graph (next_reconfig_iteration),
as shown in Equation 3.2 and in Figure 3.7, which corresponds to the graph iteration where the
new graph will start its execution. The values used in this calculation are the followings:
next_reconf ig_iteration = iterations_in_advance + delay + current_iteration

(3.2)

– Iterations in advance: this value is set by the programmer, currently set to 1, to allow all
reconfiguration commands to get on time to all nodes. It represents how many graph iterations in advance these commands are sent to the demultiplexer node, which then distributes
them to all hardware nodes.
– Delay: is a value set by the user, in the "Change_at" field from the GUI shown in Figure 3.6,
to specify when does the new graph has to start its execution. The user can specify to, for
example, start the new graph execution in the next graph iteration possible, by selecting a
1 in that field and it will result in what is shown in Figure 3.7. The user can also specify
the graph to start in 10 iterations, by selecting a 10, in the middle of the next iteration, by
selecting 1.5, in the first quarter of the next iteration, 1.25, etc. The start of the new graph
execution will be then delayed by this value and the iterations_in_advance value, as can be
seen in Figure 3.7.
– Current iteration: the manager keeps count of how many iterations have already been done.
This allows the manager to sum the previous two values from the equation to the current
iteration number to know the iteration number in which the new graph must start its execution.

Figure 3.7: Calculation of next reconfiguration graph iteration.
Once the graph iteration where the reconfiguration must be done is calculated, the manager
then iterates over the nodes list to assign a specific reconfiguration moment to each hardware node
of the graph. This is done using the following Equation 3.3:
next_conf ig_f iring = next_reconf ig_iteration ∗ repetition

(3.3)

This next_config_firing value indicates in which firing does the node must change from the old
configuration to the new one. New nodes that have just been enabled for the first time, will update
their firing counters with the next_config_firing value calculated as reconfiguration moment. This
is done so that they can use the new configuration as soon as they receive the reconfiguration
command, enabling new nodes to easily incorporate a running graph. In the case of the first graph
instantiated, all nodes will receive a reconfiguration moment of zero, as can be seen in the Table 3.1,
since all nodes will need to start their execution in the first iteration of the graph. For nodes that
were already running in the previous graph, the reconfiguration moment calculation is done as
shown in Equation 3.3. Where the manager uses the repetition value of the node, calculated in the
graph validation section 3.4.2, to compute how many firings must be already done before changing
to the new configuration in the previously calculated graph iteration. An example can be seen
in Figure 3.8. This example consists of a graph that contains an actor A that has a repetition
value of 2 and an actor D with a repetition value of 1. If the user specifies a new graph and
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a delay of 1, during the third graph iteration, then the manager computes the reconfiguration
moment of each hardware node, where the actors are mapped to, using Equation 3.2 and 3.3. The
reconfiguration is going to be done after the fifth graph iteration (next_reconf ig_iteration =
1 + 1 + 3 = 5) and actor A is going to start using the new configuration after it has fired 10 times
(next_conf ig_f iring = 5 ∗ 2 = 10) and D after firing 5 times (next_conf ig_f iring = 5 ∗ 1 = 5).

Figure 3.8: Calculation of next configuration firing per node.

Equation 3.3 can be used in reconfigurations where the actors of the graphs do not change their
repetition value. In case the actors change their repetition value when changing from one graph
to another, their reconfiguration moments need to be calculated as explained in the evaluation
Section 4.2 of Chapter 4.

3.4.5

Start of graph execution

From the flowchart of Figure 3.5, one can notice that after the manager sets the configuration of all
nodes, the reconfiguration commands are sent to all hardware nodes. When each hardware node
receives its corresponding reconfiguration command, it will wait for the firing moment indicated in
the reconfiguration moment value. When this moment arrives, the node will finally start using the
new configuration and the new graph starts its execution. Due to the pipelined execution of the
graph, each node will change in a different moment in time. Once all actors have switched from
using the old configuration to the new one, the user can specify a new graph to be executed, stop
the current graph execution by pressing the "Clear graph" button from the GUI of Figure 3.6, or
just let the current graph continue its execution. If the user wants to specify a new graph, then
the graph specification and validation steps are done again as explained in previous sections. The
difference is that now since the graph is not the first one to be executed, the manager will instead
execute the right side of the flowchart, starting with the graph comparison step, which will be
explained in the next section.

3.4.6

Graph comparison

When the initial graph has been running for a while and the user selects a new graph, as the one
from Figure 3.9, the first thing the manager does it to execute the validation step, as explained
in Section 3.4.2. Every time a new graph is selected, the manager needs to do a comparison
between the current graph, in this case graph 1 from Figure 3.1, and the new graph, graph 2
from Figure 3.9. This comparison is done to know which elements have to be added, reused, and
removed from the current graph, and which commands have to be generated to successfully change
from one graph to the other.
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Figure 3.9: Graph 2 specified by the user
When a new graph has been defined, the manager then keeps two lists: one for the current
graph and another for the new graph. These lists contain the information, shown in Listing 3.3, of
all hardware reconfigurable nodes that contain the actors from the specified graphs. A comparison
between these two lists is done by first iterating over all nodes introduced in the new graph list
and identifying four types of nodes:
– Reused nodes: nodes that contain the same actor in both the current and the new graph.
– Non-seamless nodes: nodes that contain a different actor in the current and the new
graph or DRAM nodes that have different connections in the current and new graph.
– New nodes: nodes that appear only in the new graph.
– Old nodes: nodes that appear only in the current graph.
In this comparison step, the manager will check all connections and nodes used and make
some changes to the graph defined by the user if necessary. The connections specification from
new graphs are always done by the user, who can only select normal ports and not the auxiliary
ports, as these ports are hidden to users. Therefore, all selected connections indicated until this
step only use normal ports. In this step is when the manager checks all the connections and decides
if the auxiliary ports have to be used or not. The decisions related to the connections, taken by
the manager, will vary depending on the type of node. To understand better how does the type
of node affects the decisions that the manager executes, these nodes will be explained separately.
We will start by explained the rightmost part of the flowchart of Figure 3.5, which indicates the
processes done for reused and non-seamless nodes.
Reused nodes
A reused node is identified when the id, corresponding to a Dyplo hardware reconfigurable node
where an actor is mapped to, of a node of the new graph is equal to the id of a node in the
current graph list. When this happens, the manager starts checking the connections that have
been specified for this node and for the nodes connected to it. As shown in Listing 3.3, each
node contains information of the id of the nodes that are connected to its input ports (inputs)
and output ports (outputs) and to which port number (inputs_port and outputs_port) are they
connected to. The manager compares the connections that are used by the reused node in the
current graph and the connections that have been specified by the user to be used by the reused
node in the new graph. If these connections are the same in both graphs, then the manager does
not redefine these connections. On the other hand, in case these connections differ, the manager
then checks each port that has been specified to be used for the connections between the reused
node and the nodes connected to it. In the new graph, all ports that have been indicated to be used
are normal ports, since this specification is done by the user who can only define normal ports.
The auxiliary ports can only be specified to be used by the manager, as explained in Section 3.1,
and in this point of the flow chart is where the manager decides if the auxiliary ports must be used
or not. If a port that has been specified to be used in the new graph is connected to a different
node or port in the current graph, then the manager changes the port specification done by the
user to use the auxiliary port instead. Figure 3.10 shows in detail how the decision of leaving the
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connections specified by the user, which use normal ports, or modifying it to use auxiliary ports
is done.

Figure 3.10: Ports validation for reused nodes flow chart

When making the decisions of which connections are going to be used in the new graph, the
manager identifies the new routes that must be added to the current graph to enable the execution
of the new graph and the routes that must be removed from the current graph since they are not
needed in the new graph. These two types of routes are saved into two different lists so that
the add routes and remove routes actions are done in the proper moment. After doing all this,
the actors of the reused nodes are checked and if the actor of the reused node is different in the
current graph and the new one, then this node is identified as a non-seamless node instead, and if
they are the same they keep being identified as reused node. This can be seen in the example of
Figure 3.11, where node 2 is a reused node since it contains actor D in both the current and new
graph and node 1 is a non-seamless node as it contains a different actor in current graph (actor B)
and in the new graph (actor E). Also, DRAM nodes that have different connections in the current
and in the new graph, are classified as non-seamless nodes. This type of nodes will be explained
in the next section.

Figure 3.11: Reused (node 2), non-seamless (node 1), new (node 3) nodes.
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Non-seamless nodes
When nodes are classified as non-seamless nodes, the manager first checks if the user has checked
the "Allow non-seamless changes" option, which can be found in the GUI shown in Figure 3.6. If
this is option is checked, this node is added to a non-seamless nodes list so that later a non-seamless
in time reconfiguration is done. If it is not checked, then the manager stops the comparison and
tells the user that the graph specification is not valid because a non-seamless reconfiguration is
needed to change from the current graph to the new specified one. When there is at least one nonseamless node identified in the new graph, a non-seamless in time reconfiguration has to be done.
To keep track of when this type of reconfiguration needs to be done, all non-seamless nodes are
saved in non-seamless_nodes list. A non-seamless in time reconfiguration must be done because
of two different reasons that depend in whether the non-seamless node is a DRAM node or not,
or if both options are identified in the graph. DRAM nodes, which are going to be explained with
more detail later in this report, are implemented as software nodes that are connected to hardware
nodes via a DMA node. Since DMA nodes currently only have one port available, no auxiliary
ports can be used, therefore, a DRAM node only has one input and one output port available. If
the non-seamless node corresponds to a DRAM node, then a non-seamless reconfiguration must be
done because the DRAM node can only have one input and one output, as shown in Figure 3.12.
If the connections of the DRAM node change from one graph to the other, then the pipeline
execution of the graph must be stopped for a moment to delete the old route and add the new
one. On the other hand, the other type of non-seamless nodes have multiple input and output
ports, as shown in Figure 3.12, and therefore, they do not need a non-seamless reconfiguration
for the same reason as DRAM nodes. Instead, the non-seamless nodes that contains a different
actor in the current and new graph, must perform a non-seamless in time reconfiguration because
the pipeline execution of the graph will be stopped so that the node is reprogrammed with the
bitstream of the new actor. If after the comparison there has not been found any non-seamless
node, the reconfiguration from the current graph to the new one will be seamless in data and in
time. The differences between the steps that have to be done in these two types of reconfigurations
will be explained later.

(a) Node with different actor.

(b) DRAM node.

Figure 3.12: Types of non-seamless nodes.
The routes to be added and removed that involve a non-seamless DRAM node are not saved
in the route_to_add and route_to_remove lists, but instead they are saved separately into
route_to_add_DRAM and route_to_remove_DRAM lists respectively. This is done because
add and remove routes actions of the non-seamless DRAM node, will be done in a different moment in time as the routes corresponding to other nodes. For other nodes, the new routes will
be added after the graph comparison process and the old routes removed after the new graph
has started its execution. On the other hand, for the non-seamless DRAM node, the old route
will be removed and then the new one added when the execution of the graph is stopped in the
non-seamless in time reconfiguration.
New nodes
New nodes are identified when a node that is set to be used in the new graph is not yet used
in the current graph. This is the case of node 3 in the example from Figure 3.11, as it contains
actor F in the new graph, but no actor in the current graph. Since each hardware node needs
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to have an input connected to a demultiplexer node, the first thing that the manager does is to
check if there is a free output in the demultiplexer that is already been used. If there is a free
output, then the hardware node is loaded to the FPGA and the route between the demultiplexer
and the new node is created. If not, then the manager has to check if there are still available
DMA nodes to use so that a new demultiplexer node is instantiated along with its corresponding
DMA. If there is no DMA node, then the manager will stop the comparison and give an error to
the user, indicating that there are not enough resources available to implement the new graph. In
case there is one DMA node available to use, then the DMA node is configured, the demultiplexer
node and the new node loaded and enabled, and the connection between them is created. If the
new node corresponds to a status node, which needs a CPU node to be connected to one of its
outputs and will be explained later, then a similar procedure has to additionally be done. The
manager checks if there is a CPU node available and if so then it configures the CPU node, loads
the status node, and creates the connections between them. On the other hand, if the new node is
a DRAM node, it also checks if there is an available DMA node and if there is none then it gives
the not enough resources available for specified graph error.
Once the new nodes have been instantiated, then the manager needs to check the connections
in a similar way as it is done for the reused nodes, with the difference that it only checks the
connections of the nodes connected to the new node since the new node will always have all its
ports free. The manager iterates over all the ports that must be used in the new node to know
to which nodes and ports the new node is connected to. Then it checks if the port from the node
it has been specified to be connected to is free or not. If it is not free, which means that the
port is already being used in the current graph, then the manager changes the specification of to
which port does the new node should be connected to. It now indicates that the new node should
be connected to the auxiliary port of the connected node instead of its normal port, which was
initially specified by the user when defining the graph. And if, on the other hand, the normal
port is free, then the manager leaves the connection specification as it is. Through this process of
deciding the real connections, the manager saves the new routes to be added to the routes_to_add
list.
Old nodes
The manager finally iterates over both current and new graph nodes lists to identify which actors
are used in the current graph, but are not used anymore in the new graph. The nodes where these
actors are mapped to are identified as old nodes since they will not be used in the new graph.
The identified old nodes are saved in a list, called nodes_to_remove, so that the actors mapped
to these nodes will be removed in the proper moment, which is when the new graph starts its
execution.

3.4.7

Graph comparison results

Most of the processes done when comparing the current graph with the new one, corresponded
to the computation of changes step. Changes such as add and remove routes and nodes where
identified and saved into lists so that the execution of the computed changes are done in the correct
moment. The lists that were saved in the graphs comparison process are the following:
1. routes_to_add: new routes, except routes_to_add_DRAM, that must be added.
2. routes_to_remove: old routes, except routes_to_remove_DRAM, that must be removed.
3. routes_to_add_DRAM: new routes, related to non-seamless DRAM nodes, that must be
added.
4. routes_to_remove_DRAM: old routes, related to non-seamless DRAM nodes, that must be
removed.
5. nodes_to_remove: nodes whose actors must be removed.
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When changing from graph 1 from Figure 3.1 to graph 2 from Figure 3.9, the first list of
changes to be executed is the routes_to_add list. All routes present in this list will be added to
the current graph 1 using Dyplo commands. As a result, we will have both current and new graph
implemented at the same time, as can be seen in Figure 3.13. In Figure 3.13, one can notice that
to connect contrast 2 actor to the new thresholding actor and thresholding to YUV to RGB, an
auxiliary port is used in the output of contrast 2 and in the input of YUV to RGB. Auxiliary
ports are necessary in this case because at this point in the flowchart, from Figure 3.5, graph 1
and graph 2 must be both present so that the transition from one graph to another is seamless
in data and time. In graph 1, the user indicated that the output 1 of Contrast 2 actor should be
connected to the input 1 of YUB to RGB and in graph 2, the output 1 of Contast 2 was selected
to be connected to the input 1 of the Thresholding actor and output 1 of Thresholding to input
1 of YUV to RGB. Since output 1 of Contrast 2 and input 1 of YUV to RGB were already being
used in the current graph 1, then it is not possible to use them in graph 2 if we want to execute
a seamless change in data and in time. Therefore, the auxiliary ports of these normal ports are
used. This way, graph 1 and graph 2 can be present at the same time. At this point, all actors will
be using the ports and channels from graph 1 and when the reconfiguration moment, specified in
the reconfiguration commands, arrives, then the actors will switch to use the ports and channels
from graph 2.

Figure 3.13: Transition from graph 1 to graph 2.

3.4.8

Graph reconfiguration

In case the user has specified the change from graph 1 to graph 2 to be done with a delay of 1 at
the third current iteration, the computed reconfiguration commands values are the ones shown in
Table 3.2.
Actor

Node #

Configuration

Reconfiguration
moment

Contrast
Contrast 2
YUV to RGB
Thresholding

1
2
3
4

65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)
131073 = (0000000000000010|0000000000000001)
65538 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000010)
65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)

768000
768000
38400
768000

Table 3.2: Reconfiguration commands values.
In the table, one can notice that the node # corresponds to the output port of the demultiplexer
to which the hardware node is connected to, that the configurations contain a bit 1 for each port
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that is going to be used in graph 2, and that all actors have the same reconfiguration moment
except the YUV to RGB actor. This difference in reconfiguration moments is because all actors
have a repetition value of 153600, except for the YUV to RGB actor that has repetition value of
76800. This is because YUV to RGB has an input rate of 2, while all other actors have an input
and output rate of 1, causing the YUV to RGB actor to fire once every two tokens and all other
actors once per token. Therefore, to synchronize the reconfiguration of all actors, YUV to RGB
reconfiguration moment should be half of the firings from the other actors. The reconfiguration
moments are computed using Equations 3.2 and 3.3. The result is that the reconfiguration should
be done after 5 graph iterations (next_reconf ig_iteration = 3 + 1 + 1 = 5), and therefore, the
reconfiguration moment for YUV to RGB is 38400 (next_conf ig_f iring = 5 ∗ 76800 = 38400)
and for all other actors is 768000 (next_conf ig_f iring = 5 ∗ 153600 = 768000).
Once the values from the table are computed, the manager sends the reconfiguration commands
to each reconfigurable hardware node used in graph 2. When the reconfiguration moment of each
node arrives, they switch from using the old configuration to use the new one, and the new graph 2
starts its execution. Finally, when the first entire iteration of graph 2 is done, the manager removes
the channels specified in the routes_to_remove list. In case, there were also nodes that needed
to be removed, the manager would also remove the nodes specified in the nodes_to_remove list.
The result of the execution of these changes can be seen in Figure 3.14, where the graph 2 is the
only one present since graph 1 is not needed any longer.

Figure 3.14: Graph 2 modified by the manager.
When seeing the flowchart from Figure 3.5, we can notice that the path taken after the nodes
configuration, is the path where no non-seamless nodes are found and where the multi-config in
iteration option is not selected. In this project, reconfiguration can be done in two ways: seamless
in data and time or seamless only in data. In the flowchart from Figure 3.5, we can see that after the
nodes configuration process, there is a decision point where the manager checks if there are nodes
that have been previously identified as non-seamless nodes. If this is true, then the reconfiguration
will be non-seamless in time (right side output of the decision point of the flowchart) and if not,
it will be done seamlessly in time and data (left side). In the left side, there is also an additional
feature that has been implemented in this project, where multiple configurations are sent within
an iteration, but for now this feature will not be explained. Instead, the following subsections will
explain the differences between doing a reconfiguration seamless in data and time and non-seamless
in time.
Seamless in data and time reconfiguration
The change from graph 1 to graph 2 has been done in a seamless in data and time way. This can be
seen in the timeline from Figure 3.15, which shows the steps of how this seamless reconfiguration
was performed. In this timeline, only the firings of the actors mapped to hardware nodes are
represented and all actors are assumed to have the same execution time. It shows that the
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pipelined execution of the graph has not been stopped at any moment (seamless in time) and data
has not been affected by the reconfiguration (seamless in data). This has been achieved by using
the auxiliary ports so that no data is lost by removing channels that contain data, by sending the
reconfiguration commands to the nodes in advance so that all nodes switch from using the old
channels to the new ones in the proper moment, by calculating the correct reconfiguration moment
depending on the repetition value of each node and some other parameters previously explained,
and by achieving synchronization between reconfiguration and data processing by using all the
mentioned techniques.

Figure 3.15: Change from graph 1 to graph 2 timeline.
From the timeline one can notice that the new channels and nodes are added and enabled some
time before the actual change of the graph, using Dyplo commands. The reconfiguration commands
are sent some iterations before the new graph starts its execution, depending on the values of
iterations_in_advance and delay that have been used for calculating the next_reconfig_iteration
value in equation 3.2. The nodes switch from the old configuration to the new one in different
moments in time in their corresponding firing specified in the reconfiguration commands. Finally,
the old graph elements that are not needed anymore are removed once an entire graph iteration
of the new graph is done. They are removed at this moment to make sure that no data is running
through those old channels or nodes. In this example, one can notice that more than one change
is done in different locations of graph 1 and that the nodes change from the old configuration to
the new one in different moments in time. Also, one can notice, in the start of the new graph
execution (yellow boxes), that there is a change in the graph execution latency due to the new
node added. The start of execution of actor C, in the new graph, is delayed by one clock cycle
since now it must wait for the new actor D to fire twice, instead of directly waiting for 2 tokens
from actor B. This may affect application timing requirements, but this is out of scope in the
project, as it has already been mentioned in the previous chapter.
Non-seamless in time reconfiguration
When a non-seamless node has been identified, the graph reconfiguration will be seamless only in
data or it can also be called non-seamless in time. As previously mentioned, this occurs when in
consecutive graphs there is a node that wants to be used with a different actor or if the same DRAM
node needs to be connected differently. The main difference between seamless and non-seamless
reconfigurations is that in the seamless reconfigurations the graph execution is never stopped at
any point and in the non-seamless ones, a part of the graph must be stopped to make some changes
and then started again. The changes to make will vary depending on the non-seamless node type:
non-seamless reconfigurable hardware node or non-seamless DRAM node. Since the sending of
the reconfiguration commands is done slightly different between these two types of non-seamless
nodes, the first thing the manager does it to check if there is a DRAM node in the non-seamless
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nodes list or not. An example of having to execute a non-seamless in time reconfiguration due to a
non-seamless node different from a DRAM node can be changing from graph 2 to graph 3, shown
in Figure 3.16, at the tenth graph iteration. In graph 3 one can observe that the user has specified
a contrast 3 actor to be mapped into node 4, which is currently being used in graph 2 to execute
the thresholding actor. To change from graph 2 to graph 3, the manager will first do the graph
comparison between graph 2 and 3. The manger will set all the connections and nodes needed
to implement the new graph, identify nodes 1 and 3 as reused nodes and node 4 as non-seamless
node, add node 2 to the nodes_to_remove list, and add all new routes. Figure 3.17 shows how
graph 3, defined by the user in Figure 3.16, should look like after the modifications done by the
manager.

Figure 3.16: Graph 3 specified by the user

Figure 3.17: Graph 3 modified by the manager.
In the moment that the reconfiguration commands must be sent, the manager checks if there
is a DRAM node in this list of non-seamless nodes. As in this example there is no DRAM node
as non-seamless node, the reconfiguration procedure is done as illustrated in the timeline from
Figure 3.18. There one can see that the manager first adds the new routes as its done in a
seamless reconfiguration and sends a configuration of 0 to the non-seamless node 4 and sends the
new configuration to all other nodes. A configuration of 0 will cause the node to stop reading
data from its inputs when the reconfiguration moment arrives, while the other nodes from the
graph continue their execution. This is done because when the reconfiguration moment arrives
and the manager knows that the non-seamless node is not processing any data when the result of
the last iteration done with the old configuration has arrived to the processor, the manager can
then proceed to make the required changes. In the case of a non-seamless reconfigurable hardware
node, the managers must disable the node, reprogram it with the bitstream that corresponds to
the new actor, enable the node, and send the new configuration to that node so that it can finally
start reading the tokens from its inputs. The nodes located before the non-seamless node in the
graph continue their normal execution, but the graph execution is stopped in the non-seamless
node, as shown in the left image of Figure 3.19, until this node has the new actor loaded and starts
its execution. Stopping part of the pipelined graph execution is what causes the reconfiguration
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to be non-seamless in time since this may cause time artifacts at the end of the pipeline, by for
example causing hiccups in video processing applications. From the timeline one can also notice
that now there is an additional delay introduced in the graph that causes the graph execution
latency to increase, but as this is a timing related problem it is not covered in this project.

Figure 3.18: Change from graph 2 to graph 3 in a non-seamless in time way.
In the case that there is a DRAM node in the non-seamless nodes list, the reconfiguration of
the graph is done differently. The manager would first add all routes and nodes of the new graph,
except the ones corresponding with the DRAM node. It would send a configuration of 0 to the
hardware node before the DRAM node and the new configuration to all other hardware nodes.
This way, the node before the DRAM node would stop sending tokens to the DRAM node when
the reconfiguration moment arrives, as seen in the right image of Figure 3.19, so that the manager
can make the required changes when the last iteration with the old configuration arrives to the
processor. In this moment, the manager would have to remove the old DRAM routes specified
in routes_to_remove_DRAM, add the new ones specified in routes_to_add_DRAM, and send
the new configuration to the previous node so that it can start its execution again. The manager
knows that there is no data in the channels when it removes them because the previous node
to the DRAM is not sending tokens. This avoids data from being removed, enabling a seamless
reconfiguration only in data. Once the previous node receives the new configuration, the graph
continues its normal execution, but time artifacts may appear at the output since the pipeline
execution was stopped when reconfiguring the DRAM node.

(a) Non-seamless HW node 2.

(b) Non-seamless DRAM node.

Figure 3.19: Non-seamless nodes stopped in different places depending on their type.
In case the non-seamless nodes list contains both DRAM nodes and nodes that contain different
actors, a combination of both procedures will be done. A configuration of zero would be sent to
the non-seamless node and the previous node to the non-seamless DRAM nodes. Then, the nonseamless node would be disabled, reprogrammed, and enabled, the old routes from the DRAM
node would be removed and the new routes added. Finally, the new configuration would be sent
to the non-seamless node and the previous node of the DRAM node, so that the execution of the
graph continues. This might then cause more timing artifacts since the graph execution would
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need to be stopped for a longer period of time to execute more reconfiguration tasks.

3.4.9

Multiple reconfigurations within an iteration

In previous sections, it has been mentioned that the reconfiguration can be done in iterations
boundaries or within an iteration and one can chose this moment by adding the correct value
in the "Change at:" field from the GUI. If the change of graphs needs to be done within an
iteration, then it can be specified by using the decimal part. There is another feature that also
uses this decimal part for sending multiple configurations to be executed within an iteration for
X consecutive iterations, being X a value specified by the programmer and that is currently set
to 129. The user can select the option to execute X consecutive iterations with each iteration to
be divided into, for example, 8 slots processed with two different graphs. In a video processing
application, where a frame corresponds to a graph iteration, a single frame would look like the
frame shown in Figure 3.20. An example, can be the user changing from graph 3 to graph 4,
shown in Figure 3.21, using this feature of processing an iteration interleaving graph 3 and graph
4 into 8 slots per iteration from the next iteration until X iterations later. This can be done by
selecting graph 4 to change at 1.125 and then pressing the multi-config button shown in the GUI
from Figure 3.6.

Figure 3.20: Frame divided into 8 slots with different configurations.

Figure 3.21: Graph 4 specified by the user
When the multi-config option is selected, the manager does the graph comparison and adds
the new elements that are needed in graph 4, resulting in a combination of graph 3 and 4 as
can be seen in Figure 3.22. The manager computes the nodes configuration of the new graph
and sends reconfiguration commands to its nodes with the new configuration. Then it will send
the reconfiguration commands with the new and old configuration in an interleaved way for an
amount of X consecutive iterations, but only to the nodes that are present in both the old and new
graph. This is done to avoid overflowing the network with unnecessary data because the old nodes
that do not appear in the new graph can be left with the same configuration all the time for this
multi-config feature and still work properly. From the first computed reconfiguration moment, the
manager calculates the next reconfiguration moment by incrementing 1/8 firings of the value of an
entire iteration to the last reconfiguration moment calculated. For this example, imagining that
the reconfiguration moment, for the first execution of graph 4, of node 1 is of 153600 and node 3 is
of 76800, knowing that in an entire iteration node 1 has to fire 153600 times and node 3 for 76800
times, and the 1/8 part of 153600 is 19200 and of 76800 is 9600, then each time the reconfiguration
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moment is sent, within the next X frames, it will have to be incremented 19200 every time for
node 1 and 9600 for node 3. Table 3.3 shows the reconfiguration commands values for the first
iteration, using the multi-config option, that has to be sent to node 1 and 3 so that graph 3 and
graph 4 process an entire iteration in an interleaved way. The next X-1 iterations should continue
incrementing the reconfiguration moment in the same way, and after all X iterations, the elements
from graph 3 that are not needed in graph 4 are removed and the new graph remains as shown in
Figure 3.23.

Figure 3.22: Graph 3 and 4 implemented.

Command

Actor

Node #

Configuration

Reconfiguration
moment

1
1

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)
65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)

153600
76800

2
2

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

131073 = (0000000000000010|0000000000000001)
65538 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000010)

172800
86400

3
3

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)
65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)

192000
96000

4
4

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

131073 = (0000000000000010|0000000000000001)
65538 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000010)

211200
105600

5
5

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)
65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)

230400
115200

6
6

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

131073 = (0000000000000010|0000000000000001)
65538 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000010)

249600
124800

7
7

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)
65537 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000001)

268800
134400

8
8

Contrast
YUV to RGB

1
3

131073 = (0000000000000010|0000000000000001)
65538 = (0000000000000001|0000000000000010)

288000
144000

Table 3.3: Reconfiguration commands values for first iteration.
The maximum amount of reconfiguration commands that can be sent to be executed within
an iteration for multiple consecutive iterations will be limited by the buffer size of the nodes
wrappers, shown in Figure 3.3, by how many iterations in advance are these configurations sent,
and how quick the commands arrive at each node. This should be considered because if not, it
might happen that the buffers that keep the new configuration and new reconfiguration moment
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values in the nodes wrappers get full and do not accept reconfiguration commands for a while and
consequently, the demultiplexer node connected to that node would get stalled until that node
accepts new reconfiguration commands. If the demultiplexer node is stalled and the manager keeps
sending new reconfiguration commands, then these commands may get lost in the beginning of
the pipeline. If some of these commands get dropped and later the demultiplexer node stops being
stalled because the node that had a full buffer is now accepting new commands, then the new
commands that the demultiplexer starts distributing may arrive late to the nodes and therefore,
the reconfiguration moments of these new commands may be behind the firing counter of the
node. If this happens then these new configurations will never be executed and the node will start
to accumulate reconfiguration commands until the point that the buffers get full, the node stops
accepting new commands, the demultiplexer gets stalled and as a consequence, the graph also
gets stalled. Therefore, it is important to take into account that the number of reconfiguration
commands that are set to be send consecutively should be based on the buffer size and the speed
of the system.

Figure 3.23: Graph 4 modified by the manager.

3.4.10

Initial tokens

The architecture used in this project does not allow to insert tokens in the channels before the
graph starts its execution, therefore, nodes have been used to implement initial tokens in channels.
This has been done by implementing an actor that generates initial tokens and then just reads
from its inputs and passes the tokens to its outputs without applying any computation on them.
Two types of nodes have been used to implement the initial tokens: Dyplo reconfigurable hardware
nodes and DRAM nodes. A reconfigurable node can be used to map the actor that generates the
initial tokens. The storing or generation of these initial tokens takes place in the node. In case the
node stores the initial tokens, instead of generating them, then the programmer must be aware
of the maximum memory capacity of the Dyplo reconfigurable node. This type of node has a
very limited memory capacity; therefore, only initial tokens that are small can be stored in it. If
bigger initial tokes are required to be stored as initial tokens, then a DRAM node must be used for
this purpose. These nodes can be used either for generating or storing any size of initial tokens.
DRAM nodes can store big initial tokens because these tokens are stored in the memory of the
processor and then transferred to the hardware nodes via a DMA node. To understand better
how this is done, the next section explains how this node works.
In this project, the initial tokens have been implemented and they can be used in the graphs,
but the algorithm to handle the computation of the reconfiguration moment of the nodes of graphs
that contain these initial tokens, has not been completely implemented. The reconfiguration of
some graphs with these initial tokens are possible, but some are not because this would require the
manager to know how many initial tokens have been generated. This information would enable
the manager to keep track of how many firings ahead are some nodes, where these initial tokens
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have passed through, from other nodes that did not process these tokens, so that the switching of
all nodes from the old configuration to the new one is done in the correct moment.

3.4.11

DRAM node

DRAM nodes allow storing big amounts of data that cannot be kept in the channels implemented
on the FPGA due to their lower memory capacity. In this project, DRAM nodes have been
implemented as software nodes that run on the processor and store the data in the memory from
the processor. They require to have a DMA node connected to its input and to its output to
take care of the reading and writing of the data from the FPGA to the processor and vice versa.
They only have one input and one output and as consequence, when its connections change from
one graph to another, the reconfiguration should be done in a non-seamless in time way. It is
useful when needing initial tokens with a big size or when needing to store big amount of data
between two nodes. If the DRAM nodes are used to generate initial tokens with big size, then the
user should specify so by marking the "Init_tokens (DRAM node)" option from the GUI, shown
in Figure 3.6, and indicating, in the field next to this option, how many initial tokens will be
used. For example, if a node has a very small production rate and the next node has a very big
consumption rate then many tokens would need to be accumulated in the channel that connects
these nodes, but the capacity of the channel may not be enough to store this amount of tokens.
A solution to this would be to insert a DRAM node in between, as can be seen in Figure 3.24, so
that a DMA reads the data produced by the node, stores it in the memory of the processor, and
then sends it via DMA to the next node when the amount of tokens is sufficient to be consumed.

Figure 3.24: DRAM node connected to node 1 and 2 via DMA nodes.
The buffer size of the DMA nodes connected to a DRAM node are selected by the user when
specifying the input and output rate of the DRAM node, as can be seen in Figure 3.24. The input
rate inserted in the table corresponding to the DRAM node, will be assigned as the buffer size
of the DMA in charge of transfering the data from the FPGA to the processor and the output
rate will be the buffer size of the DMA that sends the data from the processor to the FPGA.
The reading and writing, done by the DMA nodes connected to the DRAM node, are decoupled
from each other, which means that they do not directly depend on each other, but instead, they
depend on the availability of data and space. The DMA nodes consist of blocks that will be filled
with data to carry it from/to the processor to/from the FPGA. To fill the blocks with data, they
must be first dequeued and then they will be freed by enqueueing them, with the limitation of
each DMA node having a maximum of 8 blocks that can be dequeued without being enqueued.
Therefore, the DMA nodes will be able to transfer data only if there is enough data to transfer
and if there is an available block to carry the data.
When initially configuring the DMA nodes that are connected to the DRAM node, the manager
specifies a callback to point to a function that will be called whenever data is available or whenever
there is free space. The function linked to the DMA connected to the input of the DRAM node,
which will only be called whenever there is data to be read from the hardware node it is connected
to, checks if there is a DMA block available and if so, it dequeues the block to retrieve the available
information and does not enqueue the block until this data has already been used. On the other
hand, the function linked to the DMA node connected to the output of the DRAM node, which
will only be called whenever there is space available to send the data to the hardware node it is
connected to, will first check if there is enough data in memory and if there is not enough data
then it will not send the data to the hardware node until the DMA of the input saves enough
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data in the memory of the processor. Whenever the data read by the input DMA is sent to the
next node via the output DMA, the block will be freed so that new data can be fetched with that
block. For the output DMA, the block will be dequeued every time it is going to be used and it
will be immediately enqueued once the data is sent.

3.4.12

Status node

The status node is a hardware node that behaves differently from any other node. It has been
created to know how many tokens have passed through a certain point in the graph. This node
can be inserted in any location of the graph and will only read the tokens from the input and
pass them to the output, while counting how many tokens have passed through it and sending
this information to the processor via a CPU node. Every time the user selects this node, the
manager connects a CPU node to its output and specifies a callback to call a function that reads
the value of the counter whenever the status node sends this information. An example, can be
seen in Figure 3.25, where the status node has been placed between the two reconfigurable nodes
of graph 4 and a CPU node has been connected to it. To avoid overflowing the network with the
value of the counter, the status node has been programmed to only send the counter value every
153600 tokens. The moment when to send this information can be modified depending on the
application and the reason why this node is going to be used for.

Figure 3.25: Graph 4 with status node.
This node could be useful if we would like the manager to reprogram a node as soon as the status
node indicates that its previous node has finished the processing of the last token. Currently, the
manager waits for the token corresponding to the reconfiguration moment to arrive to processor,
after it has gone through all the graph, so that it can reprogram a certain node. If an application
requires this reprogramming to occur as fast as possible, then a status node could be inserted just
after the node that must be reprogrammed. This will allow the manager to reprogram the node
as soon as the status node tells the manager that the last token, before the reprogramming must
be done, has passed by the status node, which means that the previous node has already finished
processing it. Reprogramming the node at this specific moment, allows the manager to be more
efficient and execute earlier the reprogramming of the node, as it does not have to wait for this
token to be processed by the following nodes of the graph. This way, the change from one graph
to another can be done faster and the timing artifacts can be reduced.
The status node is also needed if no actors are running on the processor. The manager knows
when to remove the elements of the old graph, when to reprogram a non-seamless node or remove
and add its routes, and in which iteration is the graph currently on, by checking what is sent from
the software nodes running on the processor to the hardware nodes on the FPGA and vice versa.
For example, in the graph in Figure 3.25, the manager knows how many graph iterations have
been started because the Camera actor, implemented as a software node running on the processor,
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sends the tokens it generates in the processor to the FPGA. On the other hand, the manager knows
when a graph iteration has ended because the processed tokens arrive to the processor because
the Display actor is running on the processor as a software node. If these two software nodes were
directly connected to the backplane, the manager would not be able to know anything about the
data stream unless it uses a status node to get the required information.
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Results and Evaluation
4.1

Proof of concept

To verify that the implementation works, a program that consists in a video processing application has been made. The starting point of this application was the case study presented in the
introduction chapter, where a computer with a processor, which contains Dyplo libraries, is connected to an FPGA, which contains Dyplo IP block architecture, via a PCIe connection. In this
demo, there is a camera acting as a software node that captures video frames, passes them to the
reconfigurable hardware nodes using a DMA node, the frames are processed by these hardware
nodes, and the processed frames are sent back to the computer so that a software node shows
this processed frame in the display of the computer. In this initial implementation of the demo,
synchronization problems between reconfiguration and data processing caused data artifacts as
the ones shown in Figure 4.1. In this chapter, we are going to demonstrate that by applying the
implementation explained in the previous chapter, the synchronization between reconfiguration
and data processing has been achieved and therefore, no artifacts appear in the processed frames
when the application graph is changed dynamically.

Figure 4.1: Initial data artifacts caused by reconfiguration.
The implementation, explained in the last chapter, has been added over the initial demo and
the graphic user interface has changed so that the user can define the graphs that are going to be
used and select the newly added features. Figure 4.2 shows the GUI of the application, where the
user can select many options. One can notice that graphs can be defined by using a table to select,
from the available actors, which actors are going to used, to which node should they be mapped to,
the connections between the actors, and the rates of their ports. The graph selected in the table
can be saved into a file, with a specific format created for the demo, so that they can be loaded into
the table at any time without having to specify the graph again. Once the graph is specified in the
table, then the user can indicate, in the "Change at" field, when does the inserted graph has to
start its execution. The default value of 1 indicates that the new graph should start its execution
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in the next frame possible, and incrementing this value will make the new graph to execute as
many frames in the future as specified. The decimal part can be used to do the change of graphs
within an iteration or to implicitly indicate how many reconfiguration commands should be sent
per frame in the multi-config option. The user can also specify if non-seamless in time changes
are allowed or not and if initial tokens should be used when the DRAM node is selected and how
many of these initial tokens should be used. The user can finally press the "Apply graph" button
to pass the graph to the manager and from then on the manager does what has been explained
in the previous chapter. If the graph to execute is different from the initial graph, the user can
select to send multiple reconfigurations within a frame for several consecutive frames, by pressing
the "Multi-config" button instead.

Figure 4.2: Graphic user interface of demo.

As this demo displays the processed frames in the screen of the computer and the output
frames are saved as images, then it is easier to know if there are artifacts at the output by looking
at these images. Data artifacts can be easily noticed by looking at the images and time artifacts
can be spotted by noticing if any hiccups occur in the output video. Time artifacts can cause
the video to be frozen in a certain frame for more than it should, making it easier to notice. To
demonstrate that the implementation done in this project works, several examples will be done and
analyzed. These examples will try to demonstrate that seamless in data and time reconfigurations
do not cause artifacts, that time artifacts occur when doing non-seamless in time reconfigurations,
that the implementation allows reconfiguration at iteration boundaries and within an iteration,
and that the system can handle multiple reconfigurations within an iteration, which in this demo
corresponds to a frame.
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4.1.1

Seamless in data and time reconfiguration

A seamless in data and time reconfiguration can be executed by changing from graph 1 from
Figure 4.3 to graph 2 from Figure 4.4, or vice versa, because there are no nodes present in graph
1 and 2 that can be identified as non-seamless node. Since it is possible to change from graph to
another in iteration boundaries or within an iteration, both options will be demonstrated.

Figure 4.3: Graph 1 defined by user.

Figure 4.4: Graph 2 defined by user.
Reconfiguration in iterations boundaries
Figure 4.5 shows how the change from graph 1 to graph 2 has been successfully done in an iteration
boundary. The left image of the figure corresponds to the last frame processed with graph 1 and
the right image to the first frame processed with graph 2. One can notice that there are no data
artifacts present, as all pixels from each frame have been processed with the correct graph. The
lack of time artifacts cannot be noticed in the images, but it can instead be noticed in a video.
Unfortunately, a video cannot be attached to the report, but it will be shown in the presentation
of the project.

(a) Old graph

(b) New graph

Figure 4.5: Reconfiguration in iteration boundary
Reconfiguration within an iteration
If the change from graph 1 to graph 2 needs to be done within an iteration, then it should be
specified using the decimal part of the "Change at" field. Figure 4.6 shows an example of how the
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change from graph 1 to graph 2 can be successfully done at the middle of the frame. The leftmost
image corresponds to the last frame entirely processed with graph 1 and the rightmost image to
the first frame entirely processed with graph 2. The middle image show where the reconfiguration
has been done since the first half of the frame has been processed with graph 1 and the second
half with graph 1. In this case, no data or time artifacts are caused by the change of graphs and
can be noticed in the same way as for the reconfiguration in iteration boundaries.

(a) Old graph

(b) 1/2 old graph and 1/2 new graph

(c) New graph

Figure 4.6: Reconfiguration within iteration

4.1.2

Non-seamless in time reconfiguration

When a change from graph 1 to graph 3, shown in Figure 4.7, must be done, then a non-seamless
in time reconfiguration is required. This is because in graph 1, the thresholding actor is mapped
into node 4, and in graph 3 a different actor, contrast 2, is indicated to be mapped also in node 4.
As explained in the implementation chapter, to execute the non-seamless in time reconfiguration,
the graph will stop its execution in the location of the node 4 so that the node can be disabled,
reprogramed, and enabled again so that the graph execution continues. Stopping the processing
of the frames will cause time artifacts on the output. The time artifacts will be noticed because
the video will be frozen for a very short period since it will be on the last frame processed with
graph 1, while waiting for the next frame that corresponds with the first frame processed with
graph 3, which will take a bit longer to arrive than usual. Data artifacts are not present because
synchronization between reconfiguration and data processing is being handled by stopping the
graph execution just after the last pixel from the last frame processed with graph 1 has been
processed in the non-seamless node and just before the first pixel of the first frame processed with
graph 3 starts. This can be better seen in a video that will be shown in the presentation of the
project since the images will only show the lack of data artifacts, but will not show the presence
of time artifacts.

Figure 4.7: Graph 3 defined by user.

4.1.3

Multiple reconfigurations within an iteration

To proof that the implementation allows multiple reconfigurations to be sent within an iteration
for several consecutive iterations, a change from graph 2 to graph 1 can be specified to be done
with the multi-config option. The user can specify an iteration to be processed with graph 1
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and graph 2 in an interleaved way, being 4 parts of the frame processed with graph 1 and the
other 4 parts with graph 2. Figure 4.8 shows how this has been successfully done. The first two
leftmost images correspond to the last two frames processed with this multi-config option, and
the rightmost images corresponds to the first frame entirely processed with new graph 1. No data
nor time artifacts are present in the outputs as the processed frames are done as expected and
without stopping the graph execution at any moment.

(a) Old graph and new graph inter- (b) Old graph and new graph interleaved
leaved

(c) New graph

Figure 4.8: 8 reconfigurations within an iteration
Currently, in the GUI the user is only allowed to use 3 decimals to specify into how many
slots to divide a frame when using this multiple configurations within a frame option. In case
the application requires to use more decimals so that the frames can be divided into more slots,
then the GUI can be easily modified to allow it and the implementation will still handle it. The
maximum number of slots in which a frame is divided into that has been tested is 32 and the
result, without data and time artifacts, can be seen in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: 32 reconfigurations within an iteration

4.2

Evaluation

In Figure 4.9, one can notice that the system is able to process a frame with two different graphs
interleaved in 32 slots for consecutive frames. In this example, the camera actor generates 15
frames per second, which are then sent to the actors mapped to the FPGA via a DMA node.
Therefore, the system can have a throughput of processing 15 frames with 32 configurations per
second. The latency of a single reconfiguration has been tried to be measured, but it has not
been achieved with accuracy since it depends on many factors. The latency and throughput will
depend on the how long does the software manager takes to execute the computations and send
the reconfiguration commands, on how fast do the DMA nodes transfer the data from and to the
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processor, and on the throughput of the Dyplo backplane, which will be in charge of the data
transportation between hardware nodes. Depending on these factors, the programmer would then
have to choose how many frames in advance should the reconfiguration commands be sent before
the actual reconfiguration execution.
The attempt of measuring the latency of a single reconfiguration has been done by counting
the time it takes from moment the user presses the "Apply Graph" button with a delay of 1
iteration to the moment the first entire iteration processed with the new configuration arrives to
the processor. The measurements of the reconfiguration of several different graphs resulted in
taking from 200 to 250 milliseconds. These results could not be used to know how long does it
take to reconfigure a graph since many other aspects are included in the measurement, as can
be seen in Figure 4.10. In that image, we can see that the time measured includes the time the
manager takes to do its computation, the time the reconfiguration takes to be performed, the
time two iterations are done with the last configuration, the time an iteration is done with new
graph, and the time it takes for the processed data to arrive to the processor. Implicitly it also
depends on the factors, such as the throughput of the Dyplo backplane, previously mentioned. It
is complicated to only measure the reconfiguration time since this is done on the FPGA and each
node of the graph is reconfigured at a different moment in time. Therefore, the measurements
made do not indicate properly the time it takes to perform a single reconfiguration.

Figure 4.10: Attempt of measuring reconfiguration time.
In this project, we have only considered graph changes where the repetition value of the actors
remains the same. In case we would like to consider repetition values that change between one
graph and the next one, the reconfiguration moment of the nodes should instead be computed
with the formula of Listing 4.1. The first part of the equation (next_reconf ig_iteration −
last_reconf ig_iteration) ∗ repetition) computes the number of firings that have been done since
the last reconfiguration until now, based on the corresponding repetition value. While the second
part of the equation (+next_conf ig_f iring) sums the number of firings that had been done
before the last reconfiguration done, with the repetition value that may had been different from
the current one. This formula could not be tested to compute the reconfiguration moment because
by the time we thought about including this case, we did not have access to the hardware anymore.
next_config_firing = ( next_reconfig_iteration l a s t _ r e c o n f i g _ i t e r a t i o n ) * repetition + // firings with new repetition value
n e x t _ c o n f i g _ f i r i n g ; // firings with old repetition values

Listing 4.1: Reconfiguration moment calculation allowing different repetition values
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Conclusions and Future Work
5.1

Conclusions

In this project, we created a general solution for changing from one graph to another in streaming
applications. Graphs can contain single and multiple rates, parallel paths, feedbacks, initial tokens,
large FIFOs, and multiple inputs and outputs per actor. The actors of the graphs can be mapped
into software nodes running on a processor and into hardware nodes running on an FPGA, multiple
instances of the same actor can be in different nodes in the same graph, and different actors can
be mapped into the same node in different graphs. This information is selected by the user and
then a manager is in charge of automatically generating and execution the steps and commands
that are needed to change from one specified graph to another. To make this change, the manager
may have to reconfigure multiple locations of the current graph in different moments in time.
Additionally, the user may specify when in the future this reconfiguration must be done and if it
should be done in iterations boundaries or within an iteration.
The main challenge that was faced is that in streaming applications there is a continuous stream
of data running through the graphs and the reconfiguration takes time. Since the reconfiguration is
not instantaneous and it may have to be done multiple times for one graph change, then one must
be careful to achieve a correct synchronization between the reconfiguration and data processing.
This has been successfully achieved in the project. We have achieved synchronization by keeping
track of the firings of each node and using newly added reconfiguration commands that will be
handled by the node wrappers to make sure each node changes from the old configuration to the
new one in the proper moment. We have created a manager that takes care of computing all the
values from the needed reconfiguration commands and sending them at the right moment so that
the nodes get the commands before the actual execution occurs.
We have achieved the main goal of the project of changing application graphs dynamically
without artifacts in the output by executing a distributed, asynchronous, and consistent reconfiguration synchronized with data processing. We have accomplished seamless in data and time
reconfigurations for most of the cases and executing the graph change in iterations boundaries, but
also within an iteration. It has also been shown that the implementation is capable of handling
multiple graph changes within an iteration for consecutive iterations. For the cases where seamless
in data and time reconfigurations could not be performed, non-seamless in time reconfigurations
were done instead, without presenting data artifacts in the output. Non-seamless in time reconfigurations had to be done due to the topology of graphs defined by the user and due to having
limited resources, which is the case of different actors being mapped to the same node in consecutive graphs. The limited number of input and output ports of CPU, DMA, and reconfigurable
Dyplo nodes are also resources limitations that prevent the manager from being able to execute a
seamless in data and time reconfiguration for some graphs topology.
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5.2

Future Work

As a future work, we would like to propose changing the Dyplo architecture so that the limitations,
mentioned in the second chapter, related to not having enough resources are solved. It would be
useful to add more inputs and outputs to the Dyplo reconfigurable nodes, enabling each normal
input and output port to have a corresponding auxiliary port. This would allow a proper reconfiguration of graphs with topologies that contain actors with more inputs and outputs, since the
algorithms created in the software are scalable to handle the case of having up to 16 inputs and
outputs ports, including the auxiliary ports. Also, the number of inputs and output ports of DMA
and CPU nodes should be increased, enabling then a seamless in data and time reconfiguration
when DRAM nodes change their connections.
In this project, the manager calculates the repetition vector of graphs so that then the reconfiguration moments of the nodes are computed taking their repetition value into account. The
consistency of a graph could be verified by checking if its repetition vector is non-zero, but this
is not done in the project. Knowing if a graph is consistent or not is useful for avoiding malfunctioning due to do a wrong or inadequate graph specification. Thus, as future work we propose
that the manager should check the graph consistency before starting the graph execution. Also,
it would be useful that the manager could compute the reconfiguration moments of nodes from
graphs that contain initial tokens and additionally, allow token migration.
It would also be interesting to start considering the timing behavior. As a continuation of this
project, it would be interesting to do worst-case response time or performance analysis of graphs so
that the time requirements of applications can be analyzed. In case the time requirements would
not meet, then solutions as using sampling techniques in the beginning and end of the graph
pipeline should be implemented. As future work, measuring the performance of graphs could help
to improve the current implementation of the project and would enable the creation of an even
more generic solution. A higher performance would allow the implementation to support higher
frames per second, which is desired to be done as future work.
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